Decorate for the Warm “Country Look”

Super Value: 1½ Pounds of Meat Serves 6 Delicious, Protein-Plus, Most-for-Your-Money Meals

Build Our Beautiful New Virginia Colonial Superb Sequel to Our Most Popular House Plan Ever!

Andrew Wyeth’s Home Visit the Historic Mill-house of America’s Best-Loved Artist

4 Storybook Pillows Easy Needlepoint You’ll Want to Do

Make This Early American Table Bench from Our Exclusive Pattern
Let the sunshine in!
Armstrong Solarian.
The sunny floor that shines without waxing.

What's the secret? Solarian's special Mirabond® wear surface that keeps its high gloss, without waxing, far longer than an ordinary vinyl floor. And the cleaner you keep it, the brighter it shines: just sponge-mop with a detergent and rinse thoroughly. Black heel marks come up easier, too.

Where foot traffic is heaviest, you may eventually see a reduction in gloss. So, if you need it, your Armstrong retailer can supply a special Solarian Floor Finish, which can be applied occasionally to maintain the shine the way you like it.

You'll find your nearest Armstrong retailer in the Yellow Pages under "Floor Materials." Many are authorized "Floor Fashion Center®" retailers, offering a complete selection of Armstrong floors, color-coordination assistance, and professional installation. Look for this sign.

Shown here are just three of the many Armstrong patterns with our "shines-without-waxing" Mirabond wear surface. See them all at your retailer's store. Or we'll send you free color brochures. Write Armstrong, 7502 Pine St., Lancaster, Pa. 17604.
Check temperatures both inside and out with a single glance at this all-weather thermometer by Taylor Instruments. Handy for energy-conscious households. The design-conscious will like its looks: 9 3/4" black pebble-grained case with recessed glass tubes, hidden 4-ft. remote tubing. And, for the budget-conscious, the price is right. Right now at True Value Hardware Stores.

Get this “Bargain of the Month” now while supplies last at your participating True Value Hardware Store.
Serta's No-Cover-Charge Offer

Serta's finest patterns now at no extra charge on new SertaFlex mattresses.

Normal Firm SertaFlex Deluxe
$69.95
Twin size, ea. pc.

Now with the decorator print pattern formerly used on the $89.95 Sertapedic® Maxim.
The beautiful print pattern of the cover surrounds the luxury foam and felt upholstery of the innerspring construction for normal firmness and comfort, night after night.

- Queen size: $229.95
- King size: $339.95
- 2-pc. set: $429.95
- 3-pc. set: $529.95

Very Firm SertaFlex Supreme
$79.95
Twin size, ea. pc.

Now with the damask pattern formerly used on the $99.95 Serta Perfect Sleeper Supreme.
The damask's exquisite beauty covers extra coils in the very-firm innerspring construction for greater firmness and comfort. A built-in foundation PostureBoard adds even more firmness.

- Queen size: $259.95
- King size: $369.95
- 3-pc. set: $609.95

Ultra Firm SertaFlex Premier
$89.95
Twin size, ea. pc.

Now with the damask pattern formerly used on the $119.95 Serta Perfect Sleeper Select.
The elegant damask cover hints of the luxury inside: extra coils, extra foam under the sleeping surface, and ultra-firm heavy-duty innerspring construction for unmatched sleeping support, comfort and durability. Plus added firmness from the foundation's built-in PostureBoard.

- Queen size: $279.95
- King size: $399.95
- 2-pc. set: $519.95
- 3-pc. set: $639.95

From the makers of the world famous Perfect Sleeper® mattress and foundation—the extraordinary value. All prices are suggested retail prices.
Many of you, we know, own 18th- or 19th-century homes that you have lovingly restored. We'd like you to share with us, and with our readers across the country, the story of your fine old home, its restoration and preservation.

JOIN
our 18th-or 19th-century American Home clubs

If you are the proud owner of a house that is more than 75 years old, send us two or more clear, black-and-white photographs along with a brief letter outlining the history of your home and the work you've done on it. You'll receive, in return, a handsome certificate of membership in our 18th- or 19th-Century Club. If you are unsure of the age of your historic home, send the photos and letter and we'll try to date it for you. (But first, check the old-home guide in Know-How, pages 19-26.) Best photos and letters will appear in our new Century Clubs discovery column. Look for it!

Send to: Building and Remodeling Editor American Home 641 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

Photos can't be returned; send only those you can spare.

Here's a completely illustrated guide to hundreds of indoor plants sure to turn everyone's thumb green!

HOUSE PLANTS
by Joan Compton
Full-color illustrations by Henry Barnett

NOW—grow happy, healthy plants according to their individual requirements for sun, light, humidity, and temperature.

This comprehensive, easy-to-follow guide details the care and feeding of annuals, begonias, bromeliads, bulbs, cacti and succulents, ferns, climbing and flowering plants, figs, shrubs, fuchsias, orchids, African violets, and many more.

Includes information on propagation, pruning, cleaning and protection, terraria, bonsai, and other specialties; offers help in choosing plants to meet the special requirements of your home—sunny windows, shady halls and staircases, hot or cold rooms; contains tips on selecting proper containers; plus a handy glossary.

AMERICAN HOME READERS
SAVE $100
You pay only $4.95
DETACH ALONG DOTTED LINE AND MAIL TODAY!

AMERICAN HOME MAGAZINE Department AHP-275 641 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

Gentlemen: Please rush me copies of HOUSE PLANTS @ $4.95 each (regularly $5.95). My check or money order for $ is enclosed. I understand that I can examine this book for 10 days, entirely at my risk. If, at the end of that time, I am not completely satisfied, I will return the book to you and receive a full refund of my purchase price.

NAME _____________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY __________________ STATE ______ ZIP ______
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1. At the famous Saratoga races, Deborah Diane Voss excitedly lit up a cigarette when her prize gelding was coming down the backstretch.

2. Her horse won. She lost.

You've come a long way, baby.

VIRGINIA SLIMS
With rich Virginia flavor women like.

Your stake in filing a consumer complaint

Find out how and where to go about it and get results.

If you become a victim of late delivery of merchandise, poor service, unavailability of advertised products or high-pressure or even fraudulent sales tactics, your anger is justified. But there’s no justification for shrugging your shoulders and doing nothing. If you’re angry, register your complaint. Look at it this way: Business wants to hear from the people who use the products and services they market. (Satisfied customers spread the good word and come back often, but an irate consumer never returns.) Government agencies want to hear from you, too. They are charged with checking the marketplace to insure enforcement of existing laws. Your tale of woe will add to each party. Expensive legal fees, adverse publicity and lost time from the way of restitution.)

Most complaints involving goods and services can be sent to your local Better Business Bureau. With some 150 bureaus throughout the country, you’re assured of being served by one in or reasonably near your community. The BBB brings disputing parties together, hopeful they can come to terms themselves. If they cannot, arbitration may be an alternative (see box, bottom).

The BBB is not the only agency that can receive complaints. Trade associations representing key industries are organized to uphold ethical standards. As your name, address, phone number, and in the case of appliances the product brand, model, serial number, dealer’s name and address. Include copies of any receipts, previous corre-

spondence or other evidence, such as an ad or warranty, to support your case. (The originals should always remain in your files.)

Government agencies in and around your community may also be helpful in resolving disputes. (See chart, below.)

Be patient if you don’t get instant satisfaction. Perseverance is often rewarded. And there are preventive measures you can take: Before making a purchase, ask your BBB for fact sheets on a particular product; check a merchant’s reliability with local agencies; forget deals that offer something for nothing or seem too good to be true. If you do get a raw deal, don’t just take it. Stand up for your rights. Constructive criticism can lead to constructive consumerism.

—Julie Quincy Jones

Ms. Jones is president of Consumer Forum, Inc., of Buffalo, N.Y.

These complaint mechanisms . . .

| Major Appliance Cons. Action Panel | 20 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60606 |
| Furniture Ind. Consumer Action Panel | P.O. Box 551, High Point, N.C. 27261 |
| Carpet & Rug Ind. Cons. Action Panel | P.O. Box 1568, Dalton, Ga. 30720 |
| Federal Trade Commission | Washington, D.C. 20580 |
| Food & Drug Administration | U.S. Dept. of Health, Education & Welfare Washington, D.C. 20201 |
| U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Consumer and Marketing Service | Washington, D.C. 20250 |
| Interstate Commerce Commission | Washington, D.C. 20423 |
| U.S. Postal Service | Chief Postal Inspector Washington, D.C. 20260 |
| Direct Mail Advertising Assn. | 230 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017 |
| State Office of Attorney General | (check telephone book for listing) |
| State or County Bureau of Weights | (check telephone book for listing) |
| Inspection and Licensing Bureau | (check telephone book for listing) |

handle complaints about . . .

| Ranges, TV sets, all major appliances. |
| Furniture quality, utility, delivery. |
| Carpet/rug quality, service, delivery. |
| Dangerous design/use of all products. |
| Any consumer problem; referrals are then made to other federal agencies. |
| Deceptive advertising, fabric labeling. |
| Food, drugs, cosmetics where safety, purity, wholesomeness are in question. |
| Improper processing/labeling of meat, poultry and products made from them. |
| Interstate rail, bus, truck service. |
| Mail service, fraudulent or hazardous materials sent by mail. |
| Receipt of what you consider “junk” mail. |
| Sales and business frauds |
| Short weight of meat, other packaged products. |
| Improper plumbing/wiring contracting. |

Settle that dispute through arbitration

II too often, consumers and merchants who can’t resolve their differences finally give up on each other. Or they go to court. Such disputes usually can be settled out of court, yet in a legally binding way, through arbitration: Quarelling parties opt for a neutral “judge” who listens to both sides of a story, considers the evidence and reaches what he considers a fair decision. Signing a pre-agreement form insures that both parties will abide by the arbitrator’s decision. The hearing is conducted in private, the time and place acceptable to each party. Expensive legal fees, adverse publicity and lost time from the job can thus be avoided.

An arbitration program is administered through many Better Business Bureaus across the country. Ask about it, if you have a consumer complaint that needs airing. And look for the emblem (above). It means that a businessman or agency is ready and willing to help you solve a consumer problem through arbitration. It’s good for you and good for business.
New Lovin' Spoonfuls.

Now... small can richness at a sensible price.

New Lovin' Spoonfuls has the goodness you expect only from those expensive small cans. But, for the first time, at a price sensible enough for everyday feeding.

Tender little chunks cats love in six popular varieties.

And complete nutrition, of course.

STOK
Save
Introduce your cat to each of our special everyday Dishes:
- Tuna
- Beef
- Chicken & Liver
- Kidney
- Liver
- Chicken Each with a convenient resealable lid.

For your pet’s health see your veterinarian annually.
Best buys in commemorative antiques

February, a month when two major American patriots are honored, focuses interest in decorative objects with historical significance. You'll be amazed to see how many cups, plates, clocks, trays and bowls bear the images of such familiar figures as Washington or Lincoln. Early examples often cost $500 or more, so it makes good sense to look for objects made after 1800. Revolutionary War themes grow more and more popular as the Bicentennial approaches, and bargains become harder and harder to find. Shop carefully for reproductions; make sure you know which are early and which are late. Modern casting in molds—ceramic, metal, glass—is kept fairly simple, and details are minimal, often omitted. You can easily spot a 20th-century ceramic; if you look closely, you can see that the decoration has been applied photographically.

The bust of Washington, above, which you could buy for $80, is a 19th-century example in glazed earthenware. It's modeled after a bust first carved in the 1790s, using a Washington likeness that was popular then. The earthenware is relatively heavy, compared with 20th-century reproductions.

$35 is the price of this late 19th-century clock with gilded metal case. In its ornate detailing, the clock represents a revival of 18th-century French motifs. But its elegance is tempered by the two standing figures, whose stiffness rather typifies American clocks with patriotic themes. Here, a soldier and a sailor flank the clock face—an expression of American strength and solidarity to bolster the national spirit at the time of the Spanish-American War. Similar clocks sometimes feature the likeness of Admiral George Dewey, a popular hero of that war, in place of the gilded American eagle.

$40 buys this pressed-glass cup plate with the name and bust of Henry Clay in its center. Cup plates, which measure about three inches across, were designed to hold a cup after hot tea or coffee had been poured into a saucer to cool. Plates like this one, with statesmen and patriots as their primary motif, were produced by American glasshouses in the 1830s. (Washington and Lafayette plates are in greater demand, thus more costly.) Pressed glass of that period was pressed in molds, with intricate patterns meant to hide its "bubble" flaws and other imperfections.

$45 is what you would pay for this bottle commemorating the 1851 visit to the United States of Louis Kossuth, a Hungarian patriot and revolution-ary. Kossuth's arrival was heralded by countless Americans, for whom he symbolized the struggle for liberty. This portrait bottle, one of a great many objects made to document his sojourn here, was a form bottle-makers used to record important events. Prices vary according to a subject's popularity. Reproductions of the most popular subjects have been marketed widely in recent decades, so make sure you know if the piece you're buying is actually an original or a low-cost copy.

$60 pays for this parian pitcher, made in England in 1856. It's an unusual example of its kind, for it has a dated mark. Parian pitchers are usually decorated with amusing sub-jects, but this one has an American theme: two representations of George Washington, one as the warrior with sword in hand, the other as a kind humanitarian embracing an old woman (shown). Our pitcher is a late Empire design, the figures obviously made by a sculptor whose skills were somewhat limited, but whose work had the naive appeal of folk art.

$90 is what it takes to buy this bust of Lincoln, cast in a powdered marble material that was widely used in the 19th century to mass-produce marble. Not marked in any way, this bust probably dates from 1860, for the image is thin and vital, more youthful than the later standard portrait. Also, this version is comparatively simple, not so fine as those made by the more traditional technique of cutting from solid marble or casting from bronze. The 1860s were a period of great interest in political heroes. In addition to "poor man's marble" busts of Lincoln and his Cabinet, for example, there were also parian portraits made here and in England.

$150 is a fair price for this Staffordshire teapot, which celebrates the presidential candidacy of William Henry Harrison, a military hero who made much of his humble origins. The decorations shown were the emblems of his campaign, in which he was portrayed as a man of the people. The pale nature of the transfer-print decoration on this teapot is characteristic of the 1840s, which explains the relatively high price tag. (Staffordshire wares of the early 1800s are commanding higher and higher prices.) Pre-1840 wares tend to be darker, later ones are rarely executed so neatly or delicately.

—Marvin D. Schwartz
Lap And Bed Table...
Only $3.95!

REDBOOK has found the ideal table that has hundreds of everyday uses... yours at an amazing low price! Perfect for parties... TV snacks... sewing... bed tray... picnics... children's play table... buffets... anywhere! You'll enjoy using this handy table for years and years.

Lap and Bed Table is made of sturdy steel... with attractive blue denim design. Has unique "instant-fold" feature that sets up in seconds. Table comes ready to use and is washable and easy to keep clean. Table top is 15½" x 22½". Height: 10 inches.

You'll want to order several of these handsome tables... for use indoors and outside. Order TODAY!

---

REDBOOK TABLE OFFER
G.P.O. BOX 3001 DEPT ST-A
NEW YORK, NY 10001

YES, please rush to me REDBOOK'S TABLES:
- One (1) Table @ $3.95 each (plus $1.50 for postage, packing and handling).
- Two (2) Tables @ $7.50 (plus $2.25 for postage, packing and handling).
- Three (3) Tables @ $11.50 (plus $3.25 for postage, packing and handling).

I enclose (total amount) $

NAME (please print)

STREET

CITY STATE ZIP

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Please make checks payable to Redbook Magazine. Offer good only in Continental United States. Allow 30 days for delivery.
One of the most unusual and attractive shops in southern California is called Bead Game. Owner Joanna Orescan sells more than 4,000 types of lovely beads from around the world—Italy, Hong Kong, Japan, Australia, Indonesia, Germany, Singapore. I thought about all the great things I could do with them—aside from hanging them around my neck, that is. So I began by buying 100 colorful thread beads from India (for only $6.90), and sewing them on a cloth-covered lampshade for our den. First, I sketched a simple linear pattern on the shade, then sewed on the beads, using a bead needle and nylon-Dacron thread, which is terrifically strong. The result is a gorgeous lampshade—a priceless original.

And can you imagine hanging your best pots in the kitchen from loops of leather trimmed with big beads from Mexico? Joanna has done it and it’s a spectacular sight. Those beads cost $3.50 a dozen.

Spend $6 for 100 agates from India and you can decorate a dime-store picture frame with them, gluing each one on with a 69-cent-a-tube jeweler’s glue. I saw a tray made with glass tortoiseshell beads (100 for $4): The beads were fixed with jeweler’s glue to the bottom of a large, cardboard gift box. Over them had been poured plastic resin, which hardened. The cardboard bottom was then cut away to make a beautiful and indestructible tray.

Someday when I get the time, I’ll buy scores of tiny beads and sew them all over a little stuffed squirrel or lamb, for a really different “needlepoint.”

As Joanna says: “Think of anything you want or need that’s unusual and beautiful, then get beads and let your creativity carry you away.”

In my October column I lamented that, while I could grow tulips out here by putting the bulbs in my refrigerator (to duplicate the winter frostbite condition necessary to make spring plants bloom), I couldn’t figure out how to put a whole lilac bush in my refrigerator and still have room for food.

And so to Gertrude Peterson of Rockford, Ill., Katherine Peavy of Susanville, Calif., and all the rest of you wonderful people who wrote, telling me what I could do with my lilac, my heartfelt thanks. Ice cubes are the answer, you lilac-loving Westerners. During the winter months you dump them on soil around the trunks of your lilacs. Apparently this is enough to give you that required bite of frost. When spring arrives, you discontinue the ice bath in the washing machine and dryer, then cut it up with ordinary shears.”

Now Kay’s knives, forks and spoons nestle soundlessly in their plastic, rug-lined dividers. She hasn’t chipped a dish just so they overlap. When your bottle is completely covered with masking tape, get out your brown shoeshine paste wax. With the applicator, or with a clean, dry cloth, smear on the paste wax and let it dry. The final effect will be a “leather” bottle with a glowing, almost tortoiseshell look. If you want, you can spray the finished creation with lacquer, but you don’t have to.

Into your most super-looking “leather” bottle, put brightly colored dried flowers, graceful eucalyptus leaves or anything you choose that doesn’t require water. Don’t just take my word for how great Anna’s creation looks. Make one yourself as you watch TV. It’ll make a fabulous gift, but you’ll never want to give it away—not unless you make one for yourself, first.

When my friend Kay Hayes told me she had rugs in her drawers, I was sure I had misunderstood her. But she does: Kay had the ingenious, luxurious, money-saving notion of lining the bottom of her kitchen and bedroom drawers, cabinets, linen-closet shelves with the kind of thin, rubber-backed, skid-proof rugs you can find at cut-rate prices in dime stores, supermarkets, even large drugstores. And she did it all with one 9-by-12 carpet. “I had bought a cheap, pale-blue rug for the family room,” Kay told me, “but it wasn’t wearing very well underfoot. So I thought about how pretty that color would look in my linen closet and dresser drawers, and about how practical rug liners could be. I threw the rug in months. And her lingerie stays in neat piles instead of slipping around every time she opens a drawer.

So far I’ve done it in my kitchen and it’s great. Why don’t you try plussing up your own shelves and drawers?
**AMERICAN HOME INFLATION-BEATING BARGAIN**

18 PRODUCTS...$17.85 VALUE!...NOW ONLY...

**$3.95**

- **COPE®**
  - Contains a unique formula for the relief of nervous tension headaches. 53c size.

- **ALBERTO VO5®**
  - Super Concentrated Hair Spray is more concentrated than the leading non-aerosol. $2.25 size.

- **ASTRING-O-SOL®**
  - MOUTHWASH
  - Refreshing wintergreen flavor. Makes a full quart.

- **NEW NEUTROGENA® ACNE-CLEANING SOAP**
  - To cleanse and degrease oily skin.

- **SWEETA®**
  - The sweetness of sugar...or the cost! 99c size.

- **ALBERTO BALSAM SHAMPOO**
  - Gentle as baby shampoo with the conditioning magic of Balsam.

- **ALBERTO VOS®**
  - Super Concentrated Hair Spray is more concentrated than the leading non-aerosol. 85c size.

- **VILEKINSON® BONDED™**
  - Demonstrator Razor with the unique BONDED Blade — a simple way to shave.

- **FAB®**
  - Sold Nationally for $4.50

- **STRAW HAT COLOGNE**
  - gorgeously sprays for $1.40 roll

- **TOTAL LIP CARE**
  - Sold Nationally for $4.50

- **WEATHER STIX LIP PROTECTOR**
  - Non-waxy, non-greasy, moisturizes, conditions and protects. $89

- **SUM MINT® Chewing Gum Plan**
  - For QUICK WEIGHT LOSS.
  - No crash diets, no harmful drugs. 99c size.

- **SUM MINT®**
  - Check coupon to get Nytol

- **SLEEP-E-LIM®** Helps eliminate excess fluid. $1.00 size.

**YOU GET 18 PRODUCTS**

This is how we've made it possible

We have persuaded twelve of the nations leading manufacturers to provide us with their products so you may get them at a greatly reduced cost.

We know that you'll like these products...and make them your regular brands.

Supplies are very limited. One order per person, please!

VALUE $17.85...PRICE $3.95...100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

**This Is For A Friend**

Mail to:

SPECIAL OFFER BOX 98
RADIO CITY STATION
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

Please send me all 18 PRODUCTS SHOWN. I enclose check or money order for $3.95 plus 85c postage 100% money back guarantee.

Phone & Area Code:

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

STATE:

ZIP:


No cash or stamps please. Supply Limited.

**VALUE PACKAGE 1975**

**This Coupon For You**

Mail to:

SPECIAL OFFER BOX 98
RADIO CITY STATION
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

Please send me all 18 PRODUCTS SHOWN. I enclose check or money order for $3.95 plus 85c postage 100% money back guarantee.

Phone & Area Code:

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

STATE:

ZIP:


No cash or stamps please. Supply Limited.

**VALUE PACKAGE 1975**
Most purebred-dog owners like to think that their particular pet is the best ever, a real champion. But a dog show is the only way to prove it. And February brings the show that sets all owners’ hearts to pounding: the prestigious Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show, in its 99th year. Held in New York, the show is limited to 3,000 dogs, each a champion or holder of at least one championship point. Because of tremendous media coverage, the Westminster is a mighty stimulant for dog owners. And wouldn’t it be nice to have a champion in your family? It’s not that hard to make your dreams come true.

First, reject these popular myths: A house pet really doesn’t stand a chance; training and handling are difficult; judges are less honest than politicians; owner-handlers can’t win over professionals.

In truth, there’s nothing very complex about the makings of a champion. The trick is in knowing whether your purebred dog, male or female, has what it takes. You’re well on your way if you can answer “yes” to four basic questions:

1. Does he belong to one of the 121 breeds recognized by the American Kennel Club?
2. Has he been individually registered with the A.K.C.? (About 75 percent of the eligible purebreds are not.)
3. Is he whole? (Meaning does he have all his parts, and are they in working order? A spayed bitch is not whole, nor is a male lacking one or both testicles in scrotum.)
4. Does he meet the general requirements of his breed standard (including coat and eyes, ears and tail, colors, size limits, overall conformation, etc.)?

Besides your four “yes” answers, you’ll need three “no’s”:

1. Is your dog vicious or lame?
2. Is he totally blind or deaf?
3. Has his natural appearance been changed in any way other than that specified by his breed standard?

Now your dog is eligible to compete at A.K.C. licensed dog shows and perhaps become one of the 8,000 or so champions crowned each year. The closer he resembles the specifications in his breed standard, the better chance he has. And it helps if he’s a show-off; egotism may be deplorable in people, but it’s desirable in a show dog.

To compete in licensed shows, a dog must be over six months old, though at this tender age he doesn’t stand much chance of winning more than a hasty look from a judge. A wise owner knows that a young pup’s body is not developed enough to compete against adults. Also, a pup may not mature in the right proportions, and a fox terrier who grows up to be as long as a dachshund has about as much chance of winning a championship as a friendly moose. Exceptions to this rule are infrequent and are only in the toy breeds: Some of the little fellows mature at a very rapid rate and do win over adults. But it’s best to wait until your dog is about a year old before entering him in point shows (licensed), and it’s not too late at four or five years.

Just 7 easy answers will tell you if your pet has what it takes for dog shows. They’re great fun—and he might win!

But dog-show experience is always a help—both for the young dog and for you. The best place to get it is at match shows, where dogs can win ribbons, trophies and attention, but not points. Pups as young as four months can be entered in match shows, which are smaller, more informal and more abundant than point shows, though conducted along the same lines.

The pup or adult dog is ready for his first match when he will trot reasonably well and stand at attention, and do both on lead. That’s all the training a show dog really needs. At match shows the novice dog learns what he must do and accustoms himself to new sights and scents, to other dogs and to strange people; you polish your talent as a handler, harvest bushels of unsolicited advice and overcome the jitters that usually accompany public exposure. With a few match shows behind you, you’re both ready for the big time of the point shows.

The United States will play host to about 1,400 point shows this year; each will be staged under the rules and regulations provided by the A.K.C. Most will be one-day affairs, held indoors or outdoors every season of the year. Saturdays, Sundays and holidays (barring Christmas) are the traditional days. Shows vary in size between 500 to 4,000 dogs of both sexes. A male dog, by the way, is listed as a dog; a female, as a bitch. Handlers come in all ages, and women usually predominate; no one knows why, but brave men find handling a dog at a show a terrifying experience.

It is at point shows that a dog can pick up championship points. To become a champ, he’ll need a minimum of 15. This total must include at least two majors (3, 4 or 5 points) won under different judges; the balance can be minor wins (1 or 2 points), but at least one win must be under a third judge. Thus a dog can travel either the short or the long road to his title. One can become a champion in a hurry by winning at only three shows, if each is a major worth 5 points; another can acquire 50 points and still be a non-champ—if he lacks a major win.

Any dog show is really an elimination contest, and all eliminations begin at the breed level, where the class dogs (the contesting non-champs) compete against their peers. The number of dogs per sex and per breed determines the points up for grabs. This point system, set up by the A.K.C., varies from breed to breed and depends pretty much on popularity. It sounds complex, but at a given show the point schedule appears in the catalog, and dog lovers are never really confused by the system.

For a look at a trio of well-known breeds and the numbers required, here’s what went into a 5-point major win at Westminster last year: German shepherds, 72 dogs, 72 bitches; Old English sheepdogs, 28 dogs, 27 bitches; Gordon setters, 8 dogs, 12 bitches.

When both sexes in a breed are present, the judge finds two class winners, known as Winners Dog (WD) and Winners Bitch (WB). These are the only two members of the breed to win points (anywhere from 1 to 5). Later, WD and WB meet for Best of Winners (BW), and sometimes one of them gains another point or two: BW takes home the highest number of points allotted. So if WD is worth 4 points (the maximum, let’s say, in this case) and WB only 1, and WB becomes BW, her 1 point is canceled and she goes home with 4. WD doesn’t mind; he keeps his 4.

Basically, that’s the story of how dogs win championship points—at the class level. It isn’t as complicated as it sounds, and the elimination process is exciting to watch—especially if it turns out that you have a champion in your family! —Kurt Unkelbach
Ken-L Ration's new way to nourish your dog's body and his coat at the same time.

Now Ken-L Ration introduces a new food with half an egg in every pouch—to help nourish your dog's body and his coat at the same time.

The healthiest dogs always seem to have the shiniest coats. And that's the best reason to give your dog new Burger 'n Egg. It'll help keep his coat gleaming and glossy, and the rest of him healthy and active.

Egg protein is the best protein your dog can get. And Ken-L Ration Burger 'n Egg gives him the special nutrition of egg as part of a completely balanced meal.

There's half an egg in every pouch. Three eggs in every six-pack. And they're real eggs. Whole eggs. Carefully cooked and combined with everything else your dog needs.

That means Burger 'n Egg is so nutritionally sound—so well-balanced—you can feed it to your dog every day, and he will thrive on it.

New Ken-L Ration Burger 'n Egg. Because eggs are good for dogs.
We all have our ups and downs. Some days, we feel good, look great, handle everything with ease. At other times, we feel low, trip over things, let the kids get on our nerves. Why? Blame it on biorhythm, say some experts.

Biorhythm is a mathematically based theory linking our ups and downs to three inner rhythms that start the moment we are born: One is the 23-day physical cycle that comprises periods of well-being and fatigue. Another is the 28-day emotional cycle, comprising moods of elation and depression. The third is the 33-day intellectual cycle, corresponding to periods of creativity and dullness.

Biorhythmists say that these three inner pulses can be accurately charted, appearing as curves on a monthly grid, as shown above. The cycles move at differing frequencies. Generally, however, when they are above the median line, our energies are moving great guns ahead; when they're below, we're moody, easily tired, not alert. Biorhythmists cite examples: Bobby Riggs lost that crucial tennis match to Billie Jean King on a day when his physical rhythm was in low, hers in high; Mark Spitz won all his medals during a week when both his physical and emotional rhythms were in high.

But the days we should really keep in mind, claim the biorhythmists, are the "critical" days when our rhythm curves cross the median line either on the way up or when going down. As our bodies shift gears, we are highly unstable: Now is when we're most likely to fly off the handle, or fall off a ladder or simply sit down and cry. A critical day isn't dangerous in itself; it's when there is a high potential for problems.

An ingenious theory claims you can forecast your ups and downs.

How much can we believe in biorhythm? The theory has been around for almost a century, and various psychologists and doctors have documented it by experimentation and study with hundreds of subjects. In the past few years, it has begun to win a following among executives in firms and organizations who feel convinced it can help prevent on-the-job accidents. Two examples: The Tactical Air Command conducted an informal survey of 59 accidents resulting from pilot error; it was found that in 13 of these cases the pilot had been on a critical day, in 40 others he had at least two cycles in low.

These facts and others along with a full explanation and history of biorhythm, are detailed in Is This Your Day? (Crown, $6.95), by George S. Thommen, who has spent years studying the theory and its relation to safety, creativity and man's understanding of himself. Thommen is the consultant for Time Pattern Research Institute, a firm that prepares biorhythm charts by computer. They'll do one for you, if you haven't the patience to work out your own (see box). Mail the coupon below plus $5.95 for a six-month chart with explanations by Thommen. What good does it do us to know our ups and downs in advance? For one thing, say biorhythmists, we can try to schedule important activities for our "good" days; for another, when we're down, we'll know why. Also, when critical days come along, we'll proceed with caution.

—Eileen Denver

Here's how to chart your own biorhythm
First, let's assume you were born 32 years ago on November 16, 1942. Figure the number of days from your birth date to your latest birthday by multiplying your age by 365, then adding a day for every leap year. In our example:

\[
\begin{align*}
365 \times 32 &= 11,680 \\
\text{leap years} &= + 8 \\
\text{total} &= 11,688
\end{align*}
\]

Next, count the days between your birthday and today, including the birthday. If today is February 1, you have lived 32 years, 78 days—11,766 days.

On graph paper, chart the month of February by writing the 28 days across the bottom, as shown above. Now you must figure out where your cycles fall today: Divide 11,766 by the lengths of the three cycles—23, 28 and 33 days. You'll find that you've lived through 511 physical cycles, plus 13 days of the next one; 420 emotional cycles, plus 6 days; 356 intellectual cycles, plus 18 days. Draw them on your February chart (the example is shown above); plot their curves for the months ahead, too. Simply remember that each cycle starts at the median line, goes up, down and back up to the median within its appointed 23, 28 or 33 days.
Heirloom Sampler Clock for you to make and treasure

First shown in American Home
14 years ago, this sampler clock, first of its kind, proved so popular with our readers that we feel it merits repeating.

Our charming sampler clock, its face of cross-stitch embroidery and appliqué on fine linen, is an heirloom in the making that you’ll cherish always. And it’s an excellent timepiece—whether you stand it on the mantel or hang it on the wall. Kit includes design stamped on 100 percent linen, embroidery floss plus appliqués for dark-blue background panel and fruit bowl, Westclox battery movement, old-fashioned clock hands, mounting board, glue, hardware as well as diagrams and easy-to-follow instructions—everything you need to put this beautiful clock together in working order except glass cover and battery. Wood parts come pre-cut, pre-drilled, sanded, ready for you to paint or stain (front door frame is pre-assembled). The finished size is 17 by 13 by 3 inches.

A.H. Specialties-American Home Kits
Dept. 1-275
P.O. Box 1400
West Englewood, N.J. 07666

Please send me ________Heirloom Sampler Clock kit(s) at $21.95 each plus $1.25 postage and handling for each kit.
(Canada: Add $1 per kit.)
☐ I enclose total amount ________

Or please charge my
☐ Master Charge
☐ BankAmericard
☐ Chargex

Acct., No.
Good thru

Signature

Make check or money order payable to: A.H. Specialties-American Home Kits.
(Items shipped to Canada are subject to Canadian tariff.) Allow 4 weeks’ delivery.

print name
address
city state zip

Dept. 1-275, Vendor: A.H. Specialties, 689 Front St., Teaneck, N.J. 07666
Q I believe our mantel clock, which is very heavy, is made of iron and pewter. Its face is porcelain and features the letter "A." Can you tell me more about it?  
J.W.—La Junta, Colo.

A The design of the case is Renaissance Revival, a style that was fashionable from the 1860s to the beginning of the 1900s. Its iron content suggests that yours is a late example, made after 1890, and very likely a product of the Connecticut clockmakers who supplied inexpensive clocks to retailers all over the country. Similar clocks can be found in Sears, Roebuck catalogs of around 1900. The "A" doesn’t tell us much, but you may be able to find out more about the clockmaker by looking inside: Sometimes the works have an identifying mark.

Q We purchased this buffet recently and have not been able to date it. It is solid oak, with what I believe is called an "ebonized" finish. The teardrop pulls are iron. Can you tell us how old the piece is?  
M.W.—Friona, Tex.

A Although Wedgwood is best known for its 18th-century blue- and-white Jasperware, many other designs came out of their old factory, Etruria, in Staffordshire, England. Your Ivanhoe plate was one of them. As you might imagine, the source of its name is the Walter Scott novel. At the beginning of this century, there were numerous artists who illustrated popular novels. These illustrations were picked up by English and American manufacturers, who decorated pottery and porcelain with them.

Q This converted oil lamp has been in our possession for years. Can you tell me something of its origin and age? On the bottom is the word "Germany."  
G.G.—Denver, Colo.

A Pedestal oil lamps like the one pictured were made as early as the 1820s and at least as late as the 1930s. The porcelain base on your example is in a Rococo Revival style, which narrows down the dating possibilities: Rococo Revival was in fashion first in the 1850s, then in the 1880s, and again right after the turn of the century. The slickness of your pedestal lamp’s design and the realistic character of the roses on it suggest that it was made in the early 1900s. This supposition is confirmed by the word "Germany," since the law requiring the mark of the country of origin was not introduced until 1891.

Q I have owned this plate for at least 25 years. On the back are the words "Ivanhoe" and "Wedgwood." The inscription on the front of the plate reads: "Rebecca gives a puree of money to Gurth." I didn’t know that Wedgwood made plates like this; do you know anything more about it?  
M.R.—Omaha, Neb.

A Your Ivanhoe plate was one of them. As you might imagine, the source of its name is the Walter Scott novel. At the beginning of this century, there were numerous artists who illustrated popular novels. These illustrations were picked up by English and American manufacturers, who decorated pottery and porcelain with them.

Q We are refinishing this old chair. It is of solid oak, and under the seat is a stamp: "H—wood Bros. Mfg. Co." Can you tell us how old the chair is, and more about the factory that made it?  
S.T.—Manito, Ill.

A Your chair was made by Heywood Bros. Manufacturing Co. of Gardner, Mass. Heywood was one of the foremost popular-priced furniture makers in the Victorian era. They produced sturdy variations on the Windsor designs that had been an important form in the 18th century. Your variation was introduced in the 1860s and made for some time after that.

Q This glass vase, one of a pair, has been in our family for a century. The inside is pale blue; the outside is shaded from deep blue to white. The fluted edge and stems are clear amber glass. The leaves are amber with green and red; the blossoms, pink and white. We’ve never seen it mentioned in books that we’ve consulted on antique glass. Do you know when and where it was made?  
H.M.—Wolcott, N.Y.

A Your vase is a spectacular example of art glass. It is very likely a product of the 1860s, made at one of the important English glasshouses such as Stevens and Williams. Although some connoisseurs believe this kind of glass was also made in America, no documented pieces are known. One word of caution, however: There are several Italian glasshouses operating today that produce glassware of a similar design, but the quality of their work is lower.

To learn the real story behind a family treasure, send letters and clear black-and-white photos to: Ask Us About Your Antiques, American Home, 641 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022. Include descriptions, plus details photos don’t show. Questions of general interest will be published. We’re unable to return photos or send personal replies.—Marvin D. Schwartz.
Handy crevice tools for paint stripping

Stripping paint from old woodwork can be tedious, especially if the detailing is ornate. But there is a technique that simplifies the job.

An old-house dweller who has stripped a lot of ornate woodwork lately passes along this information:

The time-consuming and frustrating part about stripping woodwork is coping with all those complex moldings that a carpenter lovingly made when the house was built—and which someone subsequently gleefully filled with gallons of 'boardinghouse-green' paint. To dig this gunk out after paint remover has done the preliminary work, try using a nutpick (to dig into irregular spaces) and an old screwdriver (to scoop out long grooves). Put on the paint remover and let stand about 15 minutes. Then, after digging out the gunk with the appropriate tool, finish up with steel wool and a solvent wash—either water or denatured alcohol.

Replacing registers with outlets

Electricians may tell you not to consider installing electrical outlets on brick walls because of the difficulty in running wire. But most common walls in city row houses contain an old hot-air duct, so it's relatively easy to install an outlet where the register used to be. And you may want to convert every old register on that duct to a convenience outlet.

Here are the steps that you or the electrician would follow:

1. Rip off the register grill. If screws are rusted tight, try using some gentle persuasion with a crowbar.
2. Chip plaster off the wall so that at least 2 inches of brick around the opening are exposed.
3. Drop a weighted string down through the duct and pull wire up from the cellar. Standard circuit connections are made at the cellar box.
4. Cut a piece of 1/4-inch plasterboard or rock lath so that it covers the exposed brick area.
5. Cut a hole in the plasterboard to hold an electrical box. Secure box to plasterboard with clips then connect the wire.
6. Secure plasterboard to wall with masonry nails driven into the mortar.
7. Plaster over surface of plasterboard or lath to bring surface up to level of rest of the wall.

Avoiding bare-brick mistakes

Think twice before you strip any walls to recreate the rustic charm of exposed brick. After all, not every house was designed this way.

Bare bricks can be a mistake. First, plaster was integral to the original design of a house. Don't rush to make basic alterations that destroy the house's original character and flavor. Many people seem to think making a house look old means making it look primitive; whereas old-time craftsmen went to great pains to give their work a finished look. Even the old hand-hewn beams that are shown off so proudly in Colonial houses were originally encased in smooth boards.

Another important argument against the bare-brick look is that plaster on an outside wall is an excellent thermal insulator. A stripped masonry wall is surprisingly porous, and with only three courses of brick between you and the winter winds, you'll be spending a chilly winter. So pause before taking hammer and chisel into your hands.

Italianate 1845–1885

Characteristic details: asymmetrically arranged shapes and lines; flat or low-pitched roofs, extended eaves, deep cornices with ornate brackets; slender windows, some with rounded heads; square-pillared porches, semicircular arches; tall square tower or cupola. Balconies are set on ornate brackets. Design resembles an Italian country villa.

Mansard 1855–1885

Characteristic details: highly distinctive roof line. Extra living space on top floor is gained by bending out the slope of the roof. The Mansard roof is pierced by dormer windows in a dazzling array—rectangular, pointed, gabled, round, double rows; often ornamental with pediments, console buttresses. The style is also called Second Empire.
How to match bricks and mortar
You may have to create new brickwork that is—hopefully—indistinguishable from the original.

There are three things to watch out for if you want to match new bricks and mortar to your old brickwork:
1. New bricks must be selected to match the originals in size, texture and color.
2. New mortar must match the old in both color and texture.
3. New mortar joints must be shaped the same as the old.

Many old houses were built with sand-lime mortars. These can be closely matched with a mortar consisting of one part Portland cement, two parts lime and nine parts sand.

If you’re doubtful about matching bricks and mortar, you may have to create new brickwork that is—hopefully—indistinguishable from the original.

Where to find colonial paint colors

Ready-mixed paints were unknown to the 18th-century artisan. Raw materials were limited, and the task of custom-mixing the finished product was time-consuming. To the advantage of the customer, a craftsman made and tinted the paint in the environment in which it was to be applied.

Most interior colors were based on white lead dispersed in linseed oil. The paint was then tinted with colors that included earth pigments, ultramarine blue, Prussian blue, vermilion and natural dyestuffs. Today, these glowing colors are being reproduced in high-quality, modern paints by many companies.

You’ll find a wide variety to choose from any well-stocked paint store. The Turco Paint and Varnish Company, exclusive licensees for paint at Old Sturbridge Village, Mass., reproduce paint colors for interiors and exteriors, taken right from Sturbridge Village houses. The Independence Park Collection, with elegant shades like Powell House Green or Congress Hall Red, are authenticated by the National Park Service. Turco will provide sample paint chips, historical information and literature on their stains and waxes. Send 25 cents to: The Turco Paint and Varnish Co., 212-220 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19106.

The shapes of mortar joints have a surprising effect on the appearance of a wall because they determine the depth of the shadow line between the bricks.

The shapes of mortar joints have a surprising effect on the appearance of a wall because they determine the depth of the shadow line between the bricks. You may have to experiment with your pointing trowel, tuck pointer or joint tool until you are able to recreate the original shape of a joint. Masons once knew how to six basic shapes (above).

If you’re being denied cozy evenings around a roaring fire because your fireplace works improperly, try one of these ways to reduce firebox size:
1. Add a metal hood to the front.
2. Add a layer of firebrick to the sides and/or the back.
3. Build up the hearth with firebrick.

Queen Anne 1875–1900
Characteristic details: picturesque, asymmetrical massing of shapes and textures. Gables, dormers, turrets and oriel windows are common, as are delicate spindlework and horizontal bands on porches. Brick chimneys are fluted, with large caps. Terra-cotta is used with brick; clapboards and shingles mate with smooth wood boards.

Carpenter Gothic 1870–1910
Characteristic details: sawn-wood ornament (or “gingerbread”) on gable peaks, verge boards, porches, even porch railings and aprons. Porch posts and cornices have sawn brackets. Designs may be wood cutouts or appliqués. The use of ornament depends more on the carpenter-builder’s whim than on any architectural style.
Preserving antique wallpaper

While restoring your home, you may uncover a sample of the old wallpaper. Lucky you! You can have it reproduced and paper a whole room with it. The first step is to remove it—carefully—keeping in mind its historic value.

In 19th-century houses various types of wallpapers and borders were used in combination within the same room. Border papers are found around doors, windows and mantels and at chair-rail, baseboard and frieze levels. On ceilings there may be ornamental centers as well as wallpaper corners and borders.

If you plan to have reproductions made, record what you find. Fragments in color should be photographed before you try to remove them because they might fade somewhat during removal.

As can be imagined, removal may vary from the pleasantly simple to the tedious. (The latter may account for the fragment being covered over in the first place.) Not too infrequently, old paper will come off with a little gentle sliding of a spatula, because the old glue will have dried out and lost its adhesive qualities. At the other extreme are papers that are glued tightly to unfinished boards. Attempts to pry the papers loose will destroy them, so one obvious solution is to remove the board and save the whole thing.

An alternate solution for less impossible situations is moisture. A small hand-held steamer tool, preferably one that emits a single jet of steam, can be used to loosen the paste. Gently lift a corner and, with palette knife or spatula, work your way underneath, taking care to keep wetting of the paper to a minimum. As you steam, have a piece of screening ready to catch and support the paper. A blotter may be a substitute. Two people can do a better job than one.

If you have a multilayered swatch of paper on the wall, you can’t predict how it will come off. Removing the whole “sandwich” of layered papers and steaming it apart afterward may be easiest. You can let the papers soak in a large, flat pan of lukewarm water, but only for as long as is required to loosen the glue. As most old wallpaper pigments are water-soluble, some color fading will result from steaming or soaking.

Your sample, all the more dear now, is best preserved by matting it. Use stiff 4-ply mat boards. A few wallpaper firms are equipped to make reproductions for you if you’re bent on authenticity. But it is expensive. If you want one made, the piece you submit must be a minimum of a full width (usually just under 22 inches), and a complete repeat (usually just under 36 inches) is required.

Detecting a vanished pattern

Have you ever wondered what kind of old wallpaper your plaster walls cover? This clever trick won’t always work, but it’s worth a try.

Faced with bare plaster in her old house and wanting to restore a room to a semblance of its original, one restorer exposed the wall to black light (the kind used to make psychedelic posters glow). With the black light, she could see the pattern of the old wallpaper. She then had the pattern traced and repainted directly on the plaster.

The reason this trick works so well is that early wallpapers used water-soluble pigments. When the paper was applied with water-base paste, some of the pigment bled through the paper and was held in the paste. Enough of the pigment-containing paste remained on the wall so that, even now, it will show up under the black light.

Federal Italianate Mansard Greek Revival Queen Anne

City row houses: Although they had only the front surface to work with, designers captured the essence of various styles in the row houses they created for growing cities in the late 19th century. In this representative sample, doorways with fanlights and sidelights depict the Federal style; arched windows and heavy cornices with ornate brackets characterize the Italianate. Designers used the Mansard roof with countless dormer variations. The dentilled cornice, classic columns and architrave on the doorway reflect Greek Revival influence. The remarkable Queen Anne row house is replete with narrow, arched windows, and a variety of gables, bays and decorative horizontal banding.
Helpful tips for the old-home restorer

Sanding the curves of ornamental trim is often a problem. Next time you have to do it, wrap a piece of sandpaper around an old deck of cards. This makes a very flexible "sanding block": The curves of the deck will adjust themselves to the curves of the trim and provide even sanding pressure.

Splinters of steel wool in the fingers are an occupational hazard for restorers who do stripping and refinishing. There is one solution that won't lessen your feel of the job the way rubber gloves do: Cut a small rubber ball in half and use one of the halves as a gripper to hold the steel pad as you work.

Steel wool frequently leaves fine slivers of steel a dust rag does not pick up. This can ruin your refinishing job. To remove these traces thoroughly, pass a strong bar magnet over the surface.

Step ladders are great for reaching high places, but they don't help much after you're up there. You can convert a stepladder into a terrific helper with these simple modifications: Start by drilling a few holes of varying sizes in the top to hold screwdrivers and pliers. Fasten a metal clip to the side to hold a hammer. Make a 4-inch square out of molding; tack it to the top and you have a spilloff holder for nails.

Restoring and replacing sawn-wood ornament

One of the most interesting facets of Victorian architecture is sawn-wood ornament, which gives homes trimmed with it a special appeal today. Surprisingly, for all its look of intricacy, sawn-wood ornament is not difficult to repair or replace.

Made by carpenter-builders with many different levels of knowledge and sophistication, sawn-wood ornament seems to indicate a desire to create decoration that marked the era. Sawn wood was often a cheap substitute for the carved and turned wood that ornamented the more lavish architect-designed buildings.

The carpenter-builder cut and installed the decorative pieces at the building site—an inexpensive proposition in those days. He often worked on wood left over from actual construction of the house, using a jigsaw, band saw or scroll saw to cut holes, saw out shapes and form designs. With standardized "house-pattern" books or his imagination to inspire him, he created fanciful trims for eaves, brackets, porches, gates and gables.

Fortunately, sawn-wood ornament is easy to restore. Pieces that are loose can be re-secured with strategically located nails or screws. Four-inch (or longer) screws give maximum holding power. To install, drill a hole in the trim just big enough to let the shank of the screw pass through. Counter-bore so that the screwhead is below the surface of the wood (see drawing, bottom left). If the anchorage wood is tough, you may also want to drill a pilot hole for the screw threads. A power screwdriver makes screwing into tough wood easier, as does lubricating the threads with soap. Cover screwhead with putty before you paint.

If the trim has small patches of rot, you may be able to salvage the original by using specialized marine-repair products. Git-Rot is especially good for difficult-to-reach areas that you cannot clean out—you can apply it directly over the rotted spot. A liquid epoxy, Git-Rot hardens into a tough, resilient adhesive that penetrates into the wood and "embalms" the fibers, thus arresting further rot. When dry, Git-Rot looks like varnished wood and can be painted over. If you can clean out the rotted area, use Marine Tex (an epoxy that makes a thick paste much like spackle) to patch up the hole. You can also apply it to wood already treated with Git-Rot. Both these products are available at marine-supply stores. In addition, Git-Rot can be ordered by mail from Mutual Hardware, 545 49th Ave., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101. (Price is $3.95 for 4-ounce kit, $10.65 for 1-pint kit; add 1% for postage and handling. Please pay by check.)

Where paint is peeling badly, remove loose flakes with a putty knife and a wire brush. If the wood has been left unpainted a long time, it would be a good idea to saturate it with a pentachlorophenol wood preservative. This will retard rot, provide water repellency and act as a primer for the paint.

If missing trim is your problem, don't be afraid to duplicate. Most patterns can be closely matched. Using only a saber saw and a portable drill, you can shape replacement pieces from standard 1- or 2-inch pine lumber. If you can't match the original exactly, the important thing is to duplicate the mass and rhythm of the original. As long as you can fill in vacant spaces with reasonable facsimiles, very few people will ever detect the new work. Seemingly complex detail can be built up from simple pieces. Shown here, ornate sculpted gingerbread (top) can be duplicated from three pieces of 1-inch pine (above) shaped with saber saw and drill. The appliqué technique here basically consists of cutting a pattern from one board and nailing it to another board. An elaborate effect is thus created through an easy build-up process.

If you'd rather not attempt the duplication yourself, a local carpenter or woodworking firm may be able to make copies of the original trim for you. Look them up in the Yellow Pages. In California, the San Francisco Victorian company helps to restore Victorian houses by designing and re-creating sawn-wood ornaments.
You want to set up housekeeping right. But you're already learning about life with a budget. So you buy Esmond blankets.

You shop with two guides: your taste and your pocketbook. And you'll please both with the handsome value of Esmond's brand new "Country Patchwork".

Here's all the old-fashioned color and charm of a patchwork design, with all the modern convenience of machine washing and drying.

Chatham's century of experience combines the two in this screenprinted new blanket of 100% Acrylic fiber, bound in nylon. See Country Patchwork and all the Esmond fashions and Bunny Esmonds for the crib, wherever you shop for value.

And whether it's on blankets, auto upholstery, furniture upholstery, carpet yarns, drapery cloth or fabrics for fashion and home sewing — our name is your assurance.

Chatham Mfg. Co., Elkin, N.C.

Anything worth covering is worth Chatham
Announcing a New Medallic Series for Collectors & Investors

The Spirit of America

THE HAMILTON MINT PROUDLY PRESENTS

A New Limited Edition of Proof Finish Pure Silver Medals

-12 Original Works of Art by 12 Distinguished Sculptors

This edition is strictly limited to only 10,000 proof quality 1,000 grain medals in .999 fine silver.

A nd what a timely and appropriate new series this is as we approach America's Bicentennial. This brilliantly conceived new collection consisting of 12 superbly crafted medals, truly captures symbolically the spirit of America and will, unquestionably, be one of the most beautiful and most desired medallic art collector series ever issued. Each medal will also be exceptionally large, 2" in diameter, so that the magnificent art may be captured and seen in great detail.

CAPTURES THE SPIRIT OF AMERICA

To create each of these original works of art masterpieces, The Hamilton Mint has chosen and commissioned twelve foremost American sculptors to create their own personal sculptured representation of “The Spirit of America”. Each artist chose one facet of American heritage, strength, prestige or freedom to portray. Together, the twelve famous sculptors have fashioned a unique and truly broad artistic view of the American scene and a great new medallic art series.

A REAL TREASURY OF FINE ART

The Hamilton Mint, known for its magnificent relief sculpture, will strike each flawless proof medal in the purest and finest silver available. Each medal is extra large, almost twice our standard medal and will contain 1,000 grains of .999 fine silver and in 12 months subscribers will have amassed over 2 troy pounds of silver—12,000 grains in all—more silver than the average person accumulates in a lifetime.

The bas relief portion of each medal will have an exquisite satin finish set on a brilliant mirror perfect background. The 12 superbly crafted medals will be issued to subscribers one a month over a 12 month period.

A STRICTLY LIMITED EDITION

There is an absolute limit of only one proof set per subscriber and only a total of 10,000 First Edition sets will ever be minted in .999 fine silver to protect the integrity of this issue. The Hamilton Mint will destroy the dies once the edition limits are reached.

YOUR PERSONAL SERIAL NUMBER

Your first edition collection will be minted expressly for you and you will be assigned the lowest serial number available at the time your application is accepted. Those applying earlier will of course receive the lower numbers. This is your exclusive number and will appear on every medal issued to you. In addition, The Hamilton Mint Hallmark on each medal, and a Certificate of Authenticity, will attest to the integrity of the series and to its full precious metal content.

ORIGINAL ISSUE PRICE GUARANTEE

Under the terms of this offer, The Hamilton Mint is officially committed to deliver to you at the original issue price of $22.95 each, the complete set of 12 medals over the next 12 months, regardless of how high the price of silver and gold climbs. The Hamilton Mint does reserve the right to limit the edition below the published maximum limits, but once your application is accepted, your subscription is guaranteed.

INVESTMENT POTENTIAL

This important opportunity to acquire these valuable artistic treasures in silver and gold on silver comes at a time when prominent economists and advisors are predicting that these precious metals will continue to increase in value in the years ahead, thereby creating the potential for your collection to grow even more desirable and valuable.

PLEASE ACT PROMPTLY

Due to the strictly limited nature of this offer, we cannot accept orders that arrive after the edition limits are reached. So please act promptly if you wish to share in the excitement of owning this magnificent collection.

A Special Collector Album

You will receive, with your compliments, a deluxe walnut display case to protect and display your Spirit of America Medal Collection. You will also receive a descriptive brochure about each beautiful and unique piece created for the first phase of this extensive series.

Deluxe Connoisseur's Version:

24 Kt Gold on .999 Silver

At your option, you may order your proof-quality Spirit of America medals in 24 Kt Gold layered over pure silver. The 5,000 sets thus offered will be extravagantly beautiful and quite rare. Each medal will also be individually serially numbered and hallmarked. Each will cost $27.95.

Deluxe Connoisseur's Version:

24 Kt Gold on .999 Silver

At your option, you may order your proof-quality Spirit of America medals in 24 Kt Gold layered over pure silver. The 5,000 sets thus offered will be extravagantly beautiful and quite rare. Each medal will also be individually serially numbered and hallmarked. Each will cost $27.95.

Deluxe Connoisseur's Version:

24 Kt Gold on .999 Silver

At your option, you may order your proof-quality Spirit of America medals in 24 Kt Gold layered over pure silver. The 5,000 sets thus offered will be extravagantly beautiful and quite rare. Each medal will also be individually serially numbered and hallmarked. Each will cost $27.95.

Deluxe Connoisseur's Version:

24 Kt Gold on .999 Silver

At your option, you may order your proof-quality Spirit of America medals in 24 Kt Gold layered over pure silver. The 5,000 sets thus offered will be extravagantly beautiful and quite rare. Each medal will also be individually serially numbered and hallmarked. Each will cost $27.95.
This Year's Decorating "Trend"

Handcrafted 3-Dimensional Metal Sculptures

Electroplated with beautiful Copper, then antiqued and color brushed by hand.

Fisherman's Wharf
12¾" x 23½"

NO TWO EXACTLY ALIKE — EACH AN ORIGINAL WORK OF ART — EACH AN IMPRESSIVE SIZE.

Romantic, nostalgic 3-dimensional metal wall sculptures are the very latest decorating trend, and are selling from about $60 up to $190 in better stores. The price tag on a similar piece to "Fisherman's Wharf" (shown at top of page) is $160! And frankly, if immodestly, we feel our interpretation is prettier — cleaner in line, purer in execution. Each of our versions is guaranteed electroplated with Copper — cut, stamped, hammered, antiqued, welded and color-brushed all by hand and ready to hang. No two are exactly alike, and each is an original work of art. At only $14.99 apiece, they are bound to sell out fast. To avoid disappointment, please order at once.

MADISON HOUSE GIFTS
Dept. 7742 4500 N.W. 135th St., Miami, Florida 33059
OFFER MAY NOT BE REPEATED AT CURRENT LOW PRICE WHEN LIMITED SUPPLY IS GONE

Mail 10-Day Money-Back-Guarantee Coupon Today

MADISON HOUSE GIFTS
Dept. 7742 4500 N.W. 135th St., Miami, Florida 33059

Send me the Wall Sculptures indicated below for only $14.99 + $1.50 postage & handling each. My money back if I am not thrilled!

"Fisherman's Wharf" #16020 (12¾"x23½")
"Mail Box" #16023 (23¾"x10¾")
"Windmill" #16022 (19¼"x11½")
"Victorian House" #16021 (13¼"x20")

Enclosed check or m.o. for $ __________

YOU MAY CHARGE MY: □ Master Charge* □ BankAmericaCard

Acct. # ________ Exp. Date __________

*If using Master Charge, also indicate the four numbers above your name here

Name ______________________________________
Address ____________________________________
City State Zip

Mail this coupon to Madison House Gifts, Dept. 7742, 4500 N.W. 135th St., Miami, Florida 33059

© Madison House Gifts 1975
COULITN'T HELP GET NO5£ GET AW-YOU LOVE THE HEARING, LIZ. LET FURNiTURE DOWN, JIMMY/ WE PO YOU A FAVOR. 

FAVOR?

SMEARS AND SMUGGLES THAT PEOPLE PUT ON...FAVOR. CLEANS OFF, FAST!

HEY, IT DEEP CLEANS THE WOOD AS IT SHINES.

BE NICE TO YOUR FURNITURE AND YOUR FAMILY. USE FAVOR.

10 ways to speed up housework

Like most of us, you probably hate housework and prefer to get it out of the way as soon as possible. For expert advice on how to do it quickly and well, we turned to real professionals in the housecleaning field—the maids and housekeepers in three busy Los Angeles hotels: the privately owned high-style Bel-Air; the Sheraton-West, a posh representative of an international chain; and the high-rise Hollywood Holiday Inn, the tourist's and businessman's friend. Here are their recommendations:

1. Seek out the most efficient, fastest-moving housekeeper you know and ask if you can watch her at work. She may be astonished, but she'll be flattered, and you'll learn a trick or two.

Most new hotel maids learn the ropes by the "buddy system"—working with a veteran for a few days before going out on their own.

2. Let nothing interrupt you. One reason the hotel maid can move so fast is that there are no phone calls or coffee breaks. She can polish off a bedroom and bath in 20 minutes. Similarly, unless you're spring cleaning, you should complete your daily cleaning in an hour or so, and your once-a-week showdown in the course of a morning.

3. Cut your supplies to the basics: a spray cleaner for tile, mirrors and fixtures; a liquid or powder detergent for washable floors; a bowl cleaner; clean dust cloths; long-handled brushes, mop, vacuum.

4. Experiment with both equipment and methods. Find the cleaning products that work and stick with them. Hotel maids, for instance, prefer old-fashioned rag mops and dust cloths—and keep them scrupulously clean after use. Most maids do not wear gloves, relying on lotions to keep hands from becoming battle-scarred.

5. Collect what you need before you go to work. The pros have rolling carts; you might keep everything you use in a toteable basket. And if your house is two-storied, keep an extra basket of supplies upstairs, so the only thing you'll lug up is the vacuum.

6. Make yourself a cleaning routine," and do a job the same way each time, as the maids do. It's easier. For a bedroom and bath, for instance, start by stripping all linens from beds and towel racks, removing trash from ashtrays and wastebaskets and hanging up or otherwise disposing of all clothing.

7. Do your most dreaded job first. The rest of the work will be a breeze. It's elementary psychology, of course, but it can work for you.

8. Begin cleaning at a door and circle the room. Above floor level, two sets of cloths—one wet, one dry—and a cleaner will do your washable furniture, mirrors, lampshades, TV screen, glass tabletops, books, telephone, decorative items. Back at your starting point, do the floor with vacuum or mop.

9. Make the beds the fastest way for you. Most hotel maids use the "once-around" method: starting at an upper corner with the bottom sheet; smoothing it under the top and side and throwing the free part across; putting on the top sheet, blankets and spread the same way; again throwing the loose parts over; then moving to the bottom, straightening each layer and anchoring everything with hospital corners before moving to the second side.

10. Think "daily" and "weekly." For a family of four, you will need to vacuum and straighten the living room, remove trash, clean the tub and sink, wipe up all bath and kitchen spills—every day. Weekly, you'll need to clean each room thoroughly. You can do them all on the same day or rotate. Save the heavy cleaning for once a month or so. Remember, less is more, as far as your valuable time and energy are concerned.

—Kate Holliday
LaCotta
Steak Maker
The Natural Greaseless Way To Turn On Flavor

From the wine country of Northern Italy where good food is a Tradition — this fantastic new gourmet cooking discovery makes steaks, chops, chicken, fish so exquisitely flavorful, so unbelievably succulent and tender, guests will beg you for your secret. But your secret is not a recipe it's a new way to cook. WITHOUT FAT, GREASE, WATER OR SOFTENERS.

COOKS BIG STEAK FOR TWO

LA COTTA IS TOTALLY AND TASTEFULLY DIFFERENT

It's made of special volcanic rock found only in Northern Italy's wine country. This porous rock works like magic to draw out fat, bitterness and acidity from food. Five different lead-free stones are ground together in a secret formula, then moulded into the cookware aged, sun dried, and now ready for your gas or electric range. The result is a revolutionary new way to cook; a new taste experience.

THE LA COTTA COOKING REVOLUTION OBSELETS THE METAL PAN

It doesn't build up the intense temperatures that toughen meat. ■ Porosity draws out fats, bitterness, acidity — lets you taste natural food flavors. ■ Spreads and holds heat evenly, so there's less shrinkage. ■ Self-basting, preserves natural juices. ■ Makes meats tender, succulent without tenderizers or spices. ■ Easily cleaned in plain hot water — no soap necessary.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER LIMITED TIME ONLY — $9.95

As exclusive distributor for the U.S., American Consumer is proud to offer La Cotta to you at this special introductory price, backed by American Consumer's own money back guarantee. Over one million La Cotta Brand cookers have been sold. So join the Cooking Revolution NOW. Prompt delivery guaranteed — we've received a huge shipment, but hurry and get your order in.

MAIL NO-RISK COUPON

AMERICAN CONSUMER Dept. LS-41
Caroline Road, Philadelphia, PA 19176
Please ship (LS) La Cotta Steak Maker(s)™ at $9.95. Save! Order 2 for only $18.95. Add $1.00 per order to partially cover postage and handling. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Total amount enclosed $ (add sales tax where applicable).
Enclose check or money order. No COD's please.

CHARGE IT: Use your bank credit card. Just fill in your number and expiration date of card here:

Master Charge Bank
Charge # Americard
Name
Address
City Zip
Blank

FREE RECIPES
If you order now, you'll receive these fabulous illustrated recipes. Chock full of exciting dishes to make with your new La Cotta Steak Maker™ © 1975 ACI
What's New

Handyman's stackable trays
Store screws, bolts, nails, clips in Stackables by Archer. Each 10-inch-long plastic tray, divided into 5 sections, has a clear plastic cover. Stacked trays can stand on bench or hang on wall. Handle simplifies carrying. Price: $1.89 each at all Radio Shack stores.

Scorchless ironing aid
Iron All soleplate clips to bottom of iron, eliminates need for separate pressing cloth by keeping temperature at safe level for almost all fabrics. It lets steam through, prevents scorch and shine. Made by Stacy Fabrics, it costs $3.50.

Versatile planter
Handsome hanging planters from Rubbermaid come with rustproof chains that are removable so planter can be set on table. Durable enough for outdoor use, they have their own drip tray, come in white, avocado and black. Prices: $2.49 and $3.49.

Efficient home tractor
Wheel Horse's tractors are battery-run, have built-in chargers. Quiet running, clean and economical to operate, the lawn and garden tractors feature 3 to 7 forward speeds, plus reverse. All have safety interlock systems to help prevent accidents. Attachments let you till, mow, remove snow. Prices: $899 to $2,195.

Swirling paint mixer
Whirl-A-Way paint mixer attaches to any 1/4-inch electric drill, has a spiral action that gently swirls paint downward to minimize splashing. For safety's sake, it spins away from hand. Steel spiral cleans easily. By Allway Tools, it's 79 cents.

No more pilot light
With new Caloric gas ranges, an automatic spark-ignition lights burners when gas is turned on—no more worry about pilot-light failure. Cost of operation is reduced by as much as 30 percent. Price range: $450 to $805. —Bernard Gladstone
FOR MORE OF A WOMAN

Only you could spend a full day at work and still look like a million at five. With your HAPPY LEGS pantsuit. Your Mona Lisa-smile. And your Salem Premium Lengths. No wonder you’re still so fresh.

MORE OF A SALEM

Salem Premium Lengths. Designed a little longer to refresh a little longer.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined That Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Your Health.
There's something kind of nice about picking your own vegetables for dinner. Everything tastes better, and the savings don't hurt a bit (as lots of new backyard farmers are finding out).

But if you want a better crop—meatier tomatoes, larger heads of lettuce, bigger ears of sweet corn and more vegetables per plant—use Scotts® Vegetable Garden Fertilizer. It has both fast-release nutrients to get your plants off to a strong start and slow-release nitrogen for a balanced, prolonged feeding.

Introducing Scotts new Vegetable Garden Fertilizer. It will give you a better crop of vegetables and that's a promise.

Our slow-release formula means our fertilizer lasts longer than the water-soluble, quick-release brands. Some of these brands suggest 2 or 3 feedings per crop. With Scotts, once is usually enough. It can be used on all vegetables, and there's no risk of injury to your plants if you just do what it says on the package.

We've been in the business of growing things for one hundred years. Our new Vegetable Garden Fertilizer will give you a better crop.

Grow new houseplants from your old favorites

With little effort or expense, you can fill your home with pretty plants. Just propagate them from those you already have, or from a friend's collection. Take stem cuttings, make root divisions, or start aerial runners or offsets. Each method is practically foolproof.

Good houseplants to propagate by stem cuttings are gold-dust tree, rosary vine, croton, jade/velvet/mosaic plants, creeping fig, coleus, English ivy, Swedish ivy or "Creeping Charlie," marble queen, arrowhead vine or nephthys, kangaroo/grape ivy, varieties of dracaena, peperomia and philodendron. Here's what you need:

- Healthy, insect-free plants from which to take cuttings.
- A shallow container, such as an aluminum-foil pan or a nursery tray. Make sure it has drainage holes.
- Rooting medium: Combine equal parts perlite rock, peat moss and vermiculite (available in garden shops).
- Rooting hormone powder to stimulate stem growth.
- Clear plastic food bag large enough to enclose your tray, plus four bamboo sticks to support the bag.

Begin by moistening the rooting medium and spreading it about 2 inches deep in your tray. Push a pencil into it at 2-inch intervals to make small planting holes. With a sharp knife, cut 2- to 4-inch-long stems from the newest growth of a healthy plant, slicing just below a leaf joint (above). Gently strip away lower leaves; dip cuttings into rooting hormone. Slip each coated stem into its hole, firming the mix to hold it upright.

Make a mini greenhouse by enclosing your tray in the clear plastic bag. Sprinkle the leaves of your fresh cuttings with water. Twist and tie the bag at one end; snip several small holes in the top for ventilation. Place your "greenhouse" in bright light (but not direct sun) where the temperature is uniformly 70 degrees or above. Check once a week to make sure the medium is moist but not soggy. When dry, spray the cuttings. If you prefer to root only one cutting at a time, slip it into a 3-inch flowerpot filled with medium and invert a glass over it.

In three to six weeks, your cuttings (continued)
Beat inflation and eat healthier foods

As food prices soar out of sight, more than 30 million American families have taken to growing their own vegetables. A home garden can save you more than $150 in food for your table. And by canning and freezing what you grow, you can save even more!

Join the families who are sharing the fun of home gardening and the rewards, too—vegetables that are tastier and more nutritious than the store-bought kind.

With this valuable $6.95 offer, you receive 16 packets of quality seeds—enough for a complete vegetable garden. Simply fill out the coupon below, right, and mail it in. You'll soon be on your way to happy—and money-saving—family gardening!

PLUS FREE BONUSES

STARTING RIGHT WITH SEEDS
This fact-filled, illustrated 48-page booklet tells you all you need to know to grow a perfect garden. Worth $1.

COUNTRY GARDENERS' COOKBOOK
This comprehensive 96-page cookbook contains more than 400 delicious recipes for you to enjoy. Worth $1.50.

HOME CANNING & FREEZING BOOK
Colorful, illustrated 74-page book is crammed with canning and freezing information and recipes. Worth $1.

Order complete vegetable garden seeds plus 3 bonus books for $6.95

Fill out coupon and enclose check or money order. Sorry, no C.O.D., Canadian or foreign orders.

Send coupon to: American Home
Dept. 275
641 Lexington Ave.
New York, N.Y.
10022

Offer expires June 30, 1975
Seeds/Books Offer @ $6.95 ea.
plus 35¢ postage and handling $ (New York residents add sales tax)
Total enclosed $
NEW ECONOMICAL WALL BRIGHTENERS

Here’s a new decorator idea perfect for your home or a loved one. Charming “NIFTY DRIFTY” plaques look like driftwood. Each has a different original art design and size. Perfect for hallways, kitchen, bath, family room, childrens rooms. Can be arranged in a whole variety of ways. Each plaque is a full ¾” deep, and measures between ¾” to 7” wide and 4” to 12” high. Comes finished and ready to hang.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Total of Merchandise $</th>
<th>Postage and Handling $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.13814 (A) Li’l Girl Sunbathing</td>
<td>$1.50 each; 5 for $6.00; All for $8.00</td>
<td>Residents of CA, IA, IL, and NY, please include sales tax. $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.13815 (B) Li’l Girl Baking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.13816 (C) Li’l Girl Cleaning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.13818 (E) Li’l Fisherman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.13861 (F) Hippo on Scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.13862 (G) Mouse Wife</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.13863 (H) Mice Cavorting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.13865 All seven plaques</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We guarantee your satisfaction, or return your purchase in 10 days for a full refund.

[continued]

will take root. Plants with tender, moisture-filled stems, such as Swedish ivy or coleus, will take root in half the time of tougher, dry-stemmed plants like English ivy or dracaena. To find out if roots have been formed, wait three weeks, then gently remove a cutting. If roots are not yet 1 inch long, return the cutting to its place and water it. If you do find a root system, remove the plastic bag and leave the tray uncovered for a week, so the tiny plants can acclimate themselves to the room.

Transplant your cuttings into 3- or 4-inch flowerpots with good drainage. Use a good commercial potting mix; water with a liquid houseplant fertilizer diluted to half its prescribed strength.

Root division is by far the quickest and easiest method of houseplant propagation. Almost any healthy plant that grows naturally in clumps, and therefore, has a separate root system for each of its parts, is an excellent candidate. Some good choices are Japanese sweet flag, Chinese evergreen, cast-iron plant, varieties of fern (including Boston, asparagus), varieties of maranta (rabbit tracks or prayer plant), screw pine, snake plant. Whenever one of these is overcrowding its pot. you can divide it into smaller plants. Knock the plant out of its pot onto a piece of newspaper to determine where the branches are rooted. Pull apart the sections and sever each with a sharp knife to avoid harsh root damage (below). Replant new divisions in smaller containers, using good potting soil. Water each thoroughly with diluted liquid fertilizer and protect from direct sunlight until it has adjusted.

Starting aerial runners or offsets is a means of propagation suited to those special houseplants that send out miniature replicas of themselves at the ends of long stems or near their bases: African violet, varie-

ties of bromeliads, and echeveria, spider plant, zebra haworthia, strawberry saxifrage, piggyback and Boston fern (which can also be propagated by root division).

To double your piggyback population, for instance, take one of the new-leaf sections riding piggyback on a mature leaf and anchor it with a hairpin onto the moist soil in a nearby pot (below). In two weeks or so, the runner will have taken root, and you can sever the connecting stem. Alternatively, you can snip off the piggyback plantlet and treat it as a stem cutting.

Plants that send out offsets or suckers at their bases, such as succulents, are a cinch to duplicate. All you have to do is simply cut away the offset and pot it separately in new soil.

Illustrations by Betty Fraser

Propagate houseplants three simple ways: 1. Grow stem cuttings in rooting medium in nursery tray (left); 2. divide plant by cutting apart sections at root (above); 3. take a new-leaf runner of a plant like the piggyback and anchor in small pot until it roots (right). With all but the succulents, care for your baby plants as they grow by pinching off the smallest pair of new leaves at the tip of each stem. This encourages new growth of side branches and assures you a well-shaped plant as perfect as its parent is! —Linda M. Morrow
**Now! Pants Patterns Custom-Made for You Alone**

**Needs no adjusting**
Goodbye to droopy seats, baggy hips and crotch fits that don’t. With these Surefit custom-made pants patterns you will get a perfect fit automatically, every time you sew without ever adjusting the pattern.

**Made to your exact measurements**
We have taken home sewing patterns one important and exciting step further. Surefit patterns are drawn by computer to your exact measurements—inch by inch—so you are always guaranteed a perfect fit. All you do is send us your measurements along with your pattern selections and our computer does the rest. Your Surefit pants pattern will be an exact replica of your own figure.

**Reusable see-thru plastic**
Surefit pants patterns are drawn for you on durable, see-thru plastic that you can use over and over again. And, because they are transparent, you can match stripes, plaids and prints before you cut.

**Cut it... Sew it... Wear it**
Order your pants pattern now. When it arrives, pick your fabric, then just cut it out... sew it up... and wear it. It’s as easy as that. And you’ll be amazed at the fit. In fact, if you’re not amazed, tell us. We’ll refund your money. No questions asked. Discover for yourself how easy it is to have custom-made pants... when you start with a custom-made pattern.

---

**Here’s how to take your measurements**

Follow this simple step-by-step chart. You’ll need someone to help you with the measuring. Record your measurements (to the nearest 1/4") on the coupon order form. Before starting, remove outer clothing. Wear the under garments you usually wear. Stand straight and tall. Tie a string snugly around your waist. Tie another string around the fullest part of your body below the waist.

**How you’re ready to begin**

1. **WAIST** — Measure around the string at waist. Snug, but not too tight.
2. **HIPS** — Measure around the string at hips. Snug, but not too tight.
3. **HIP LEVEL** — Measure distance from waist string to hip string along side of body.
4. **WAIST to KNEE** — Measure along side of body from waist string to point directly in line with middle of knee cap.
5. **WAIST to ANKLE** — Measure from waist string along side of body to ankle bone. (This determines ankle position only. Your correct fashion length will be added to this measurement.)
6. **SEATED CROTCH MEASUREMENT** — Sit erect on hard flat surface. Hold a ruler straight up from surface at side of body. Place a pencil at right angle to ruler at waist string and record measurement where pencil strikes paper.

---

**Surefit Patterns • Dept. AH-10**
Park Ridge, New Jersey 07656

Please send my custom-made pants pattern(s) in the style(s) I have indicated below. I understand that if they do not provide me with a perfect fit, or, if I am not satisfied in any other way, my money will be cheerfully refunded.

**Here are my measurements:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6008</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pattern selection:**
- [ ] 6008—$4.95 plus 50¢ postage & handling... TOTAL $5.45
- [ ] 2011—$4.95 plus 50¢ postage & handling... TOTAL $5.45
- [ ] 8002—Special Savings — Both patterns (6008 & 2011) for one set of measurements only—$8.95 plus 75¢ postage & handling... TOTAL $9.70

(All patterns are mailed to you FIRST CLASS)

**Type of payment:**
- [ ] Check or money order enclosed
- [ ] Bill to: [ ] Master Charge [ ] BankAmericard

Name __________________________
Address ________________________
City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______

**Surefit Patterns • Dept. AH-10**
Park Ridge, New Jersey 07656

Please send my custom-made pants pattern(s) in the style(s) I have indicated below. I understand that if they do not provide me with a perfect fit, or, if I am not satisfied in any other way, my money will be cheerfully refunded.
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Collectible kerosene lamps

Here is a representative sampling of kerosene lamps whose popularity extended from the 1850s to the advent of electricity. Clockwise from top, right: Barn light with reflector had multiple uses, for it could hang as easily outside a front door as inside a barn; satin-glass lamp has Spanish-lace pattern; child's tin lantern was for outdoor use; satin-glass bedroom lamp has base with teardrop pattern; small lamp with handle has opalescent base; blue blown-glass lamp boasts a fine early chimney; Rayo lamp's shade is green glass, its base is nickel-plated brass.

A century ago, kerosene lamps brightened the homes of America, inside and out. Besides casting a lovely warm glow, the lamps were picturesque, but simple and inexpensive to maintain. They still are. Today, examples like these, as well as modern copies, are being snapped up for their decorative charm and usefulness.—Rosemary L. Klein
“We’re looking for people to write children’s books.”

If you ever wanted to write ... and be published ... here is your opportunity.

by Francis R. Gemme

We need writers. There are over 200 publishers of books for children and more than 400 magazines for young readers ... that need writers.

Have you ever read a children’s story and said, “I can do better than that”? Have you ever deplored the lack of good new literature for young readers? Do you love children? Do you want to do something important with your life? And earn the rewards and satisfaction of writing for children? That very attitude may be the signal that you can do it. For the desire and interest must come first.

Stories only you can write:

Once you understand and utilize the basic techniques, writing for children may be easier than you think. Your personal experiences, fantasy, human nature, nature itself, hobbies, all lend themselves to good subjects. Many of these have been written about—plainly and simply—and have been published. You probably have within yourself many children’s stories only you can write.

A new kind of school.

The Institute of Children’s Literature was founded to encourage more and better writing for young readers. Top writers and publishers have worked together to create this professional course to teach you to write for children and teenagers. People like Lee Wyndham, a teacher and author of forty-eight books, ranging from the picture book age into the high teens, and over two hundred short stories, articles and serials—Hardie Gramatky, author and illustrator of many famous children’s books like his Little Toot—and John Ledes, President of Astor Honor Books, who has published many award-winning children’s books. Together we have written and published hundreds of books and magazine articles for young readers. We know how to write — how to teach — and how to help you get your writing published.

Learning to write and sell.

The early success of the course has been repeated time and time again by people like yourself who knew in their hearts they could write good things for children.

This course will train you step by step, from writing an opening sentence through the writing and selling of a finished manuscript. Yes, you will have a completed manuscript when you finish the course.

Your own instructor.

Because writing is such a personal profession, we believe that the teaching of this course must also be personal. That is why in addition to writing materials, text books, instruction and assignments, you will receive personal guidance from your own instructor on every lesson.

The instructor chosen for you will be a professional writer who will stay with you throughout the course. He will show you how to utilize your personal feelings, experiences, imagination and interest to write for children—in your spare time at home.

Work at your own pace.

A writing course is best learned at home when you feel like working. You and your instructor can work together at the pace and depth desired.

You mail your completed work to your instructor who carefully reads and edits each assignment. He then writes you a long personal letter explaining in detail his corrections and specific recommendations.

The rewards.

Although many writers of children’s books earn $10,000 to $15,000 and more a year, the benefits of a writing career include the challenge, the excitement, and great satisfaction of doing something important with your life. When you complete this course you will be a qualified writer with a future. And what a future!

More than 200 publishers of children’s books produce over 3,000 books each year with total sales of $170,000,000! And over 400 periodicals for young readers have a combined circulation exceeding 80,000,000. Books and magazine articles for children are made into TV shows and movies. And there are twenty-four children’s book clubs and a rapidly growing children’s paperback market.

Writing is only satisfying when your work is published, and for writers of children’s literature it is easier now than ever to find a publisher.

Free test.

To find qualified men and women with writing aptitude worth developing, the Faculty and Consultants of the Institute have prepared a special Aptitude Test.

If you want to be a writer send in the coupon below for this free test and a free brochure which fully describes the Institute course and faculty, the current publishing market for children’s literature and a new future for you. If you have writing aptitude, you will be eligible to enroll. Of course, there is no obligation.

Institute of Children’s Literature
Redding Ridge, Conn. 06876

I would like to receive, without cost or obligation, the brochure describing your course and your free Aptitude Test. I understand that no salesman will call.

MR. MRS. MISS_________________________AGE_________________________

(Please circle one and print name clearly)

STREET______________________________

CITY_______________________________

STATE________________ZIP__________________

Approved by The State of Connecticut Board of Education

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council
When your daughter asks about using a tampon...

By Mary Morgan

How you can answer her questions and dispel the normal anxiety every teen-age girl has about menstruation and the first-time use of a tampon.

Q How old does a girl have to be to use a tampon for the very first time?

A There is no specific age for using a tampon. Some girls start with their very first period. Others wait until they have adjusted psychologically to the whole business of menstruation. It is erroneous to think that because a girl is a virgin she cannot insert a tampon without breaking the hymen. Fact is, the hymen, which is a thin membrane that stretches across the opening of the vagina, normally has a natural round opening through which the menstrual flow passes. This opening is large enough to admit a small, highly-absorbent tampon such as Pursettes®.

Are Pursettes better than other tampons for girls who want to use a tampon for the first time?

A Thousands of young girls choose Pursettes when they decide to use a tampon for the first time. And for good reason. It has no bulky applicator. Instead, a Pursettes tampon has an exclusive pre-lubricated tip that makes insertion easy and gentle. What's more, it's compressed a unique way to blossom out slowly, absorb more fully. It's even more absorbent than the leading tampon. Another comfort. As Pursettes expands, it conforms to the individual shape of the body. It actually fits without being felt.

Trial Offer: Let your daughter see for herself how Pursettes tampons are easy to use. For a free, gold-embossed, black compact filled with four regular Pursettes Plus® tampons (indicate choice), send 25c to cover postage and handling to Campana, Dept. AH-025, Batavia, Illinois 60510.

Offer expires in 90 days. Good in U.S.A. only.

Food questions you ask

With most fresh fruits and vegetables out of season, I find I get more dollar value from frozen products. The food in my freezer accounts for much of my food budget. How can I best buy and store these "frozen assets"?

Mrs. J. Adams
Minneapolis, Minn.

Be a dollar-wise shopper. Follow these tips when you buy frozen foods and get more value for your money.

1. Before you shop, check available freezer space. It doesn't make sense to buy more than your freezer can hold.

2. Put grocery needs at the end of your list, and plan your shopping route so that the freezer case is your last stop before the checkout counter. Buy only from clean 0°F cases.

3. Have your frozen purchases placed in insulated bags, if possible.

4. Bring home frozen foods as quickly as possible and put in your freezer.

5. Rotate your frozen-food supply. Move older purchases forward as you put new purchases in.

Our family doctor recently recommended that I follow a special diet. Since then I've become a more conscientious label reader—and also more aware of the contents of the packaged foods I buy. Why is it that some food labels do not list ingredients, and some do not provide nutrition information?

Mrs. Richard Tome
Washington, D.C.

Ordinarily, a label will list the package ingredients in descending order according to the amounts used (see example). Exceptions are those products for which the federal government has established "standards of identity." Ice cream is one product that comes to mind; its basic ingredients need not appear on the label. However, so-called "optional" ingredients, as approved by the government—salt, for instance, will be mentioned, in case your diet or your own personal preference leans toward a product without them.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration requires all food companies that add nutrients to their products to adhere to nutrition-labeling procedures. Also, products that make a nutritional claim must be labeled so the claim is substantiated.

A standard label must list the amounts of calories, protein, carbohydrate and fat, as in our example (above). In addition, it must indicate the R.D.A. (Recommended Daily Al-
An ad can't tell you what a cat can. And cats who've tasted Meow Mix™ have had one word for it. "Meow". (See above.)

You see, Meow Mix is a whole new way to feed a cat. More than just a new variety of cat food, it's a cat food with real variety. For the first time, a cat can get his three favorite flavors, tuna, liver and chicken, in one package. They're in separate bite-size morsels. The tuna is red, the liver is brown, the chicken is yellow. So they look as different as they taste.

And not only does a cat get the variety he craves, he also gets the nourishment he needs. Because Meow Mix contains all the protein, vitamins and minerals cats are known to need.

So now your cat doesn't have to wait till his next meal for change of taste, he can get it in his next bite. Which should keep him biting all day long.

But don't take our word for it, we'd rather you get it right from the cat's mouth.
Sample these basic, good-buy red wines for everyday enjoyment.

Red wines go well with hearty, robust meals, the kind of dishes pictured and described on our food pages this month. These wines are compatible and versatile. As you become more experienced in winemanship, you will find that connoisseurs not only like their red wines with red meats, but often prefer red wine to white with chicken—and will drink light-bodied red wines with fish. Many red wines are ideal with casserole and pasta dishes, and are pleasant to sip while snacking on pizza, cold cuts or cheese.

California is producing wines of such high quality and fair price that you can enjoy them for everyday consumption without putting a crimp in your family budget. Generic wines such as Burgundies and clarets are each made from a blend of grapes, and some are excellent buys.

Almaden’s Mountain Red Claret ($1.67 a fifth, when last priced on the West Coast) has good color and full body—it’s also available in half-gallons ($3.34) and gallons ($5.91).

Beaulieu Vineyard’s Burgundy ($2.75) is a powerful wine, one that wine-lovers have coddled for years. As inflation has inched its price upward, it continues to be a great buy. The color is deep, its aroma sings with a touch of oak from barrel aging, and the flavor is round and full, with a rich aftertaste. "Impressive" describes the Simi Vineyards Burgundy ($2.25), with its dark red color and round flavor. This wine should age well, if you care to buy it in quantity.

Pedroncelli Burgundy ($1.99) is available in only a few metropolitan areas, but is worth seeking out. With good color and body, and a down-to-earth price, C. K. Mondavi’s Burgundy is good ($1.59 a fifth, $3.19 a half-gallon, $5.50 a gallon), as is the Guild Cribari Burgundy ($1.09 a fifth, $2.09 a half-gallon, $3.95 a gallon).

Two proprietary wines of Paul Masson are both fairly priced at $2.25 (proprietary wines have special trademark names used exclusively by the individual wine companies that blend and bottle them). The Rubicon is a blend that includes Ruby Cabernet grapes. The Baroque is similar to a California Burgundy in its style; it, too, is memorable, and a great favorite with wine enthusiasts.

A grape indigenous to the West Coast is the Zinfandel. Because of its uncertain origins, it has been tagged the "mystery grape" of California. Today it’s become the second most widely planted red-wine variety in the Golden State, and it makes a wine that is not only eminently drinkable but one that develops a richer flavor, with a more sophisticated palate sensation as it matures in the bottle. Dry and fruity, Zinfandel offers a racy fragrance of blackberries or raspberries. As with other red wines, it should be served at room temperature, about 65 degrees, and goes wonderfully with everything from hamburger to baked beans, spaghetti and meatballs to fried chicken.

Christian Brothers Zinfandel ($2.85) made from Napa Valley grapes, has good color and bouquet, with a well-balanced flavor. Almadén’s Zinfandel ($2.25) has a desirable trace of wood in its bouquet, and a claret-like flavor that’s on the mellow side. For its price, Cribari Zinfandel ($1.39) is a buy. Available in a practical screw-top bottle, a truly excellent wine, exudes a touch of fruit in the "nose" and is soft and mellow.

Another good buy is the Foppiano Zinfandel ($2.69) made from 100 percent Zinfandel grapes in the Russian River Valley. It has a deep color, fascinating bouquet and a truly rich fruity taste.

The Franzia Zinfandel ($1.29) has an impressive color, wild-berry nose and full body. A favorite of many California wine lovers, Italian Swiss Colony Zinfandel ($1.39) comes in a screw-top bottle, has a fruity nose and pleasant taste.

Paul Masson’s Zinfandel ($2.50) enjoys a glorious dark color, soft and full taste—and might be aired about 10 minutes or so before drinking.

"Outstanding" is the way we would describe Cresta Blanca’s Zinfandel ($3). A wine to drink now, it is royal purple in color, with a true berrylike nose, a Zinfandel that everyone seems to appreciate.

—George Christy
Get a lavish

$15* "Beauty Kit" for only $1

with coupon

World of Beauty Club brings you kit after kit of famous-name cosmetics.

A Fabulous $15.00* Beauty Kit, brimming with fine famous-name cosmetics and beauty aids—products you've always wanted to try—from companies you know and trust. $15 worth of luxury cosmetics for just $1. At least seven prestige cosmetics in your first Beauty Kit ... and not just sample sizes!

Plus A Beauty Guide Magazine packed with "how-to" articles by renowned beauty experts to help you make yourself even more attractive!

Plus A Bonus Coupon that entitles you to extra beauty products at significant savings!

How Can We Make This Fabulous $1 Offer? Because the world's great cosmetics makers want you to discover and try their finest creations, they make them available to you at far less than their value through the World of Beauty Club.

And That's Just The Beginning! After your Introductory Beauty Kit, you'll go on getting similar kits of prestige beauty products about every two months, automatically, for as long as you want . . . plus, once a year, a deluxe men's kit of famous grooming aids and an exclusive Springtime Fragrance Kit, ideal for gift giving—all on approval.

Each kit will be worth far more than the member's money-saving price—many as much as $15.00, some even more. Yet you pay only $5.98 per kit plus shipping and handling for those you choose to keep. No obligation to continue. If you don't find your Introductory Kit or any other Beauty Kit completely irresistible, you may cancel your membership at any time. Yet your $15.00 Introductory Kit for just $1 is yours regardless.

$15.00* Worth of Famous-Name Cosmetics . . . Beauty Guide Magazine . . . Bonus Offer . . . mail the coupon today and see what a dollar can do for you! World of Beauty Club, 623 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60605.

The most beautiful dollar you'll ever spend

Mail coupon today!

*"Beauty Kit" is a trademark of World of Beauty Club* for its cosmetics package.
The longer you smoke, the more you'll like Kool Super Longs.

Those extra puffs in long-size cigarettes can taste extra hot. But Kool Super Longs are refreshing for all their length. They're the only ones with the taste of extra coolness.

Lady be cool.
Decorating to give your home a warm "country look"

By Helene Brown

Furnishings in the country manner are finding their way into homes across America, bringing an old-fashioned warmth and comfort that is definitely the mood of today. Mix provincial furniture of any country with fabrics of homespun charm and wood finishes that have a hand-hewn quality to create this easy-to-live-with style in your home.

Traditional gold tones, maple pieces and documentary fabrics give this dining room great colonial flair.

Bright colors heighten visual impact

Update the country look with color, adding hard-edge modern art and the trim silhouettes of contemporary highlights. Notice the exhilarating dash that egg-yolk yellow gives this family room, the crisp contrast of blue and green in the teen-age girl's room opposite, the freshness of light-hearted pastels amid dark colonial pieces in dining room opposite, bottom.

Painted rush-seat chairs and rug from Holland add robust flavor to family room's dining area.

French Canadian pine reproduction pieces by Simmons of Canada set provincial tone for family room.
Heirloom four-poster with fishnet canopy is backed by ruffles and bows to delight any young lady.

Meticulously detailed reproduction furniture made by National Mfg. Airy in cottage oak is scaled to mini-size dining room. Table, which extends to seat eight, is set here for an intimate buffet.
Black iron stove, a relic from kitchen remodeling, is the room's focal point (left). Glass replaces wood panels in wall cabinets so antique serving pieces can be elegantly displayed (above). Dado and woodwork in pale tones create serene background for paper and fabric patterns (right).

Patchwork wallpaper ties together the many aspects of this huge, traditional dining room. American, French and Scandinavian antiques blend happily to evoke Old World charm.
Blend of patterns adds timeless appeal

Plaids, polka dots, gingham, flowers, all dominated by mellow red, bring the welcome warmth of an English manor house to this California sitting room. Scattered throughout are antique china and ironstone pieces, polished old brass and the lovely freshness of greenery—each contributing to the casual country mood.

Comfort abounds in this room, with its inviting tufted-leather sofa and plaid-covered wing chair. One color unites patterns that vary from tiny and subtle to big and bold.

Photograph by Fritz Taggart  Interior design by Chuck Watkins  Shopping Information, page 76
The beautiful millhouse
Set beside a stream in the rolling hills of Pennsylvania, the 18th-century stone millhouse restored by the Andrew Wyeths is a glowing tribute to an earlier America. The antique furnishings, simple and handsome, are the perfect complement to Wyeth's own serene country paintings.

Great hall of the millhouse (left) is warm and inviting, with huge stone fireplace, beamed ceiling and fine old woods. Nearby, a restored granary (interior above), looks out on a 1711 mill, third building in the Wyeth complex. continued
The gracious living room (above) has a Wyeth painting depicting the millhouse, caught in the late afternoon sun. Two bedrooms (opposite) capture the essence of the restored home: unadorned windows, elegant paneling, bright touches of color and Wyeth paintings, everywhere.—Eileen Denver
4 storybook pillows to do in needlepoint

The delicate designs on these plump pillows are a joy to work, enchanting to look at. Perfect for a small child’s bedroom, our sunbonnet charmers were created by the Tapestry Bazaar of London Ltd.; they also appear in the Fall/Winter issue of American Home Crafts magazine.

Clockwise from the little lady’s lower left, “Chick,” “Buttercup” and “Daisy Chain” are 14½-by-11½-inch ovals. Pink-backed “Sweet Pea” is a 12½-inch circle. All are screened on 13-mesh mono canvas in six different colors, and are available in kits that also include wool tapestry yarns and instructions.

To make your storybook needlepoints into pillows, sew and fill a box pillow shape for each one (consult any sewing book for box pillow instructions). Back and box your finished pillows in pastel velveteen, as shown, or in a fabric of your choice. Pillow-making materials are not part of kits.

You can make the flower-sprigged, lace-trimmed little girl’s dress from Butterick pattern No. 3598.

To order these pillow kits, see coupon on page 90.
Make our early American table bench

By Dorothy Lambert Brightbill

You'll treasure this faithful reproduction of an early American table bench (here and on our cover), built from our exclusive pattern. Rugged and friendly, it typifies our colonial ancestors' genius for handcrafting durable, multipurpose furniture to suit the settlers' lifestyle. Pull the bench up to the fire as seating, and the high back deflects drafts; lift up the lid and you have storage space; flip down the back for a generous 30-by-50-inch table! See coupon on page 90 to order pattern and instructions.
Use an American Home pattern to bring this authentic table bench to glowing life in maple, pine or any wood of your choice. Footstool is not included.
House plans include working drawings plus specifications for Williamsburg mantel, moldings and staircase, arched brick fireplace. See coupon, page 90.

Here's a beautiful brand-new Virginia colonial you can build

Kitchen has built-in ovens, cooktop and barbecue. Informal "tavern" dining room, off kitchen, is designed for a view.
Come home to a James River manor house, an 18th-century experience for today's families who dream of colonial elegance. The house, a sequel to our most popular house plan ever, has 4 bedrooms, 3 baths, "tavern" kitchen and dining room, dramatic fireplaces, all in 3,000 square feet.—Jane Randolph Cary

Paneled fireplace and Williamsburg mantel dominate living room. Formal dining room has rich traditional accents.
Less meat, more vegetables for

Super Value

1 1/2 lbs. Hamburger
around enriched rice
and a nugget of cheese
on bed of vegetables

1 1/2 lbs. Kielbasa
plus a protein boost
from rice-bean pilaf
By Margaret Happel  If you're a discerning shopper and a savvy cook, you'll find the supermarket can still fill your shopping cart with super value. For smart eating, try stretching 1 1/2 lbs. of meat to serve 6 people by the wise addition of protein-bearing grains and produce, as in dishes shown. To make these and others, see recipe section, page 70.

1 1/2 lbs. 
Turkey
topped with peanut stuffing and good green vegetables

1 1/2 lbs. 
Chicken
served with zucchini on nutritious noodles

1 1/2 lbs. 
Sausage
simmered in apple kraut piped with potato-pea puree
Lemon Meringue is Super Pie

High season for citrus fruits means high value at the market and high time to use our master recipe for three sweet surprises: smooth lemon, orange or lime filling in a tender crust topped with meringue.
Lemon Meringue Pie

1 1/2 cups sifted all-purpose flour
3/4 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup shortening
4 to 5 tablespoons cold water
1/2 cup cornstarch
1 1/2 cups sugar
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 1/4 cups water
4 egg yolks, slightly beaten
2 tablespoons butter or margarine
1 tablespoon grated lemon rind
1/2 cup lemon juice
4 egg whites
1/4 teaspoon cream of tartar
1/2 cup sugar


2. Flute with fingers to form high rim. Prick bottom and sides of pastry with fork. Fit piece of wax paper into pie shell. Fill with broken bread crusts. Bake in preheated 450° oven 8 to 10 minutes. Remove crusts and paper. Bake shell 8 to 10 minutes longer or until golden brown. Cool; add filling.


4. Beat egg whites and cream of tartar until foamy. Beat in 1/2 cup sugar gradually. Beat until meringue forms stiff, glossy peaks. Swirl onto filling with spoon or spatula. Seal against crust edge to prevent shrinkage. Bake in preheated 350° oven 15 to 20 minutes or until meringue is brown-tipped. Cool.

For orange and lime variations, plus pie-making tips, see recipe section, page 70.
Take a package of

Frozen Potatoes

Truly “super spuds,” frozen potatoes are today's supermarket sensation: high in quality, tops in convenience—available in more shapes, sizes and precooked forms than ever. Sophisticated processing brings you this good-tasting energy food ready to use in a range of timesaving ways. To make dishes based on the elite Idaho potato, see our recipe section, page 70.

Here are three dishes that show off the newfangled versatility of an old-fashioned staple, clockwise from right: Chicken Brochette, Potatoes Germania with Apple-Raisin Sauce, Mediterranean Salad Platter.
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

- 600 individual, plastic-coated cards
- Every card in full-color
- Tested by experts
- Easy-to-read
- Easy-to-use

★ ★ ★ Recipe Card Collection

14-DAY FREE TRIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

On the eve of America's 200th birthday, the editors of Random House and McCall's have created for you one of the finest treasuries of recipes ever assembled—McCall's Great American Recipe Card Collection.

Capturing the spirit of America through its recipes, we have brought together the famous dishes from the great riverboats and restaurants... spicy Creole dishes from New Orleans... chowders and barbecues... stews and casseroles... cakes and pies from the 50 states. We have combed through century-old files to recover long-lost, mouth-watering recipes from early America, and have streamlined them for modern kitchens.

And that was only the beginning! For we have printed these prizewinning recipes on individual recipe cards. Each card contains a stunning, full-color photograph of the recipe as it will look when you have prepared it. And the cards are stain-resistant and may be carried to the market for ease in shopping.

But actions speak louder than words, and to show you how sincerely we believe in this wonderful collection, we would like to send you the first set of cards—OUR RICH HERITAGE—for a 14-day, free trial examination. In this set you will find 31 of the most delicious, all-American recipes you have ever tasted—and all so easy to prepare!

At the same time, we will send you the handsome Bicentennial Recipe Card Case pictured here, plus 24 fascinating Separator Cards describing the hundreds and hundreds of exciting recipe cards available to you. If, after your 14-day free trial examination, you are not entirely satisfied with your first set of recipe cards in every way, just return them to us and owe nothing. The Bicentennial Recipe Card Case and the Separator Cards are yours to keep as a gift.

If you decide to keep the first set, you will pay just $1 plus a small charge for postage and handling. As a subscriber you will then have an opportunity to receive the second set (OUR FAMOUS RESTAURANTS) and the third set (SUNDAYS AT HOME) each about a month apart—always on 14-day approval. Then, if you wish, you may continue to receive the remainder of the sets at the rate of 3 sets a month for 7 months, always on approval and always at the same low price of $1 per set, plus a small charge for postage and handling, and local tax.

SEND NO MONEY

You will always be informed of shipments in advance, you will pay only for the sets you wish to keep, and you may cancel the arrangement at any time without obligation.

DON'T DELAY—ACT NOW!

YOUR FREE GIFT

This beautiful Bicentennial Recipe Card Case, designed exclusively to house McCall's Great American Recipe Card Collection, is available only through this special introductory offer. It cannot be purchased in stores at any price. The case and 24 full-color Separator Cards are yours to keep as a free gift, even if you decide to return your trial set of Recipe Cards (OUR RICH HERITAGE).

RANDOM HOUSE ENTERPRISES, P.O. Box 1776, Indianapolis, Ind. 46291.

Please send me the introductory recipe card offer as described in this ad. I understand that the exclusive Bicentennial Recipe Card Case and the Separator Cards are mine to keep as a gift, and that I am under no obligation to purchase any recipe cards.

Name
Address
City State Zip

Only one offer per household. Valid in continental U.S.A. only.
The ABC's of

Vegetables

Here are surefire ways you can get the best from these super foods.

"Eat your vegetables—they're good for you" isn't just for kids. It's sound advice for all of us. Vegetables are super foods that contain most of the vitamins and minerals the average diet needs. But their nutrients are often wasted through improper buying, storing and cooking.

What nutritional value do vegetables have? Dark green leafy vegetables (broccoli, kale, collards, sprouts, spinach) provide a good supply of vitamins A and C, as do the dark yellow-orange vegetables (carrots, turnips, yellow squash, tomatoes). Dark green leafy vegetables also contain the minerals iron and calcium.

Vegetables are generally low in fat, but their carbohydrate (sugar and starch) content varies: Leaves, stems, flowers and fruits are low, best for dieters; roots, pods and seeds, though high, are major sources of energy. The protein content of vegetables, not of top nutritional quality, is nonetheless valuable in extending protein in your diet. Good protein sources are black-eyed peas and limas, dried peas, beans, lentils.

What's the difference between fresh, frozen and canned vegetables? In terms of nutritional value, no significant difference exists, so long as they are selected, stored and cooked properly. There is a difference in price, however, and depending on the season and the area in which you live, it can be a big difference. Out-of-season fresh vegetables in a wintry region are high in price but often low in nutrition, as they are picked before maturity and invariably abused on their long journey to market. Frozen or canned are the better buy.

How should vegetables look? Fresh ones should be garden-fresh—resilient rather than soft, and not discolored. Leafy vegetables should not be wilted or brown. Undersized vegetables will lack flavor; oversized ones will be tough and fibrous. Green and wax beans should snap crisply; potatoes and onions should be firm.

Buy from a market that is clean and has a quick turnover of fresh produce. When buying frozen vegetables in cardboard containers, press the containers as a test: If you hear the soft, crunchy sound of ice crystals, don't buy. Frozen vegetables in plastic bags should be bright in color, with no ice crystals. Don't buy frozen vegetables in damaged packages, or from a freezer unit that has a thick coating of ice accumulation. When buying canned vegetables, avoid badly dented or bulging cans; the contents might be dangerously spoiled.

What is the best way to store vegetables? First, wash the fresh ones in cold water briefly. (Too much washing or soaking will lessen their vitamin C value.) Shake vegetables dry. Place in plastic wrap or bags, then refrigerate in your crisper section. Store five to seven days. Keep fresh root vegetables unwashed in a cool (no more than 55°F.), dark place. Frozen vegetables are best when frozen rock-hard until cooking time. Store at 0°F., if possible; if your freezer reads higher, four or five days is your limit. At 0°F., unopened plastic-bagged vegetables keep 12 months; cardboard paper-wrapped ones, six months. Never refreeze vegetables once they thaw. Store canned vegetables in a cool place. If kept longer than three months, invert cans to redistribute contents. Use within a six- to 12-month period. Canned vegetables that you've opened can be stored in their cans if you cover and refrigerate them. High-acid vegetables such as tomatoes retain color and flavor better if stored in glass or plastic. Store all leftover vegetables in air-tight containers. Reheating will lessen their nutrition value, so try to use them instead in salads. Toss with a well-seasoned dressing.

What are the best ways to prepare and cook vegetables? Pare as thinly as possible; much food value lies directly under the skin. Cook in a minimum of salted water in tightly covered pans to prevent vitamin loss. Cook as quickly as possible; never add bicarbonate of soda to retain color. Never throw away cooking liquor from vegetables; use in soups, sauces, gravies. While boiling is the obvious cooking method, try baking or braising as alternatives to conserve nutritive value.
The can that thinks it’s a wedge of cheese. But it’s really a special cheese sauce that melts a rich cheddar flavor all through the golden elbow macaroni. Kraft Macaroni and Cheese Deluxe Dinner. The good kind you cook up fresh.
This month’s American Home recipes

**KEY TO NUTRITION RATINGS**
To assist you in meal planning, each of our recipes lists not only the number of servings, but also the calorie (cal.), protein (P.), fat (F.) and carbohydrate (C.) content one serving provides. A recipe will also be designated a vitamin source if a serving supplies 20 percent or more of the recommended daily allowance.

**Super Value**
continued from page 63
THE SMART SHOPPER SAYS:
• Our recipes are for entire main courses—meat plus vegetables. Each dish is so substantial (therefore economical) that a light appetizer and dessert are all you need to round out the meal. In some cases, a dessert alone will be enough.
• Frozen and canned vegetables, as recommended in our recipes, are the best price, nutrition and flavor value at this time of year.
• Be flexible when making meat purchases. For example, any ground meat can substitute for ground beef in our recipe — particularly budget-cutting recipes. Let price be your chief deciding factor.
• Allow four ounces of raw meat (no fat or bone to be trimmed) per person for budget meat dishes. Always stretch to full nutritional efficiency by adding protein-rich vegetables — particularly fortified pastas and legumes.

**Meatballs with Garden Vegetables**
(pictured on page 62)

Meatballs
1/2 cup enriched long- or medium-grain rice
1 cup water
2 tablespoons butter or margarine
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 pounds ground beef or chuck
1/2 cup grated onion
2 tablespoons soy sauce
2 tablespoons red wine
1/2 teaspoon pepper

1 package (4 ounces) mozzarella cheese
1/2 cup pure vegetable oil
Vegetables
1/4 cup water
1/4 cup butter or margarine
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon ground nutmeg

1 package (16 ounces) frozen baby carrots
1 package (9 ounces) frozen cut green beans
1. In small saucepan cook rice with water, butter or margarine and salt. Follow package directions. Continue cooking rice until very soft—2 to 3 minutes longer than indicated. Add 2 tablespoons more water, if necessary. Spread on plate to cool.
2. Blend ground beef with onion, soy sauce, wine and pepper. Divide evenly into 12 pieces. Shape each into a ball; place between two sheets wax paper; press to make a 1/2-inch circle.
3. Remove top sheet of paper from each meat circle. Place 1 tablespoon cooked rice mixture in center of meat. Cut cheese into 1/2-inch cubes. Place a cube in center of rice mixture.
4. Using fingertips, gently mold meat around rice and cheese to form a ball. Pinch and seal edges firmly. Repeat with remaining meat, rice and cheese. Chill 1 hour then roll for final shaping.
5. Sauté meatballs, no more than 4 at a time, in large skillet in vegetable oil, placing seam-side down in oil to seal. Turn meatballs often; fry 5 to 7 minutes. Keep warm while cooking others.
6. Meanwhile, in large skillet or pan heat water, butter or margarine, salt and pepper. Add carrots, wax and green beans. Simmer, covered, 15 to 20 minutes, until tender. Stir frequently. Serve meatballs on large platter surrounded by vegetables, as pictured.

**Winter Turkey Platter**
(pictured on page 63)

Stuffed
1/2 cup butter or margarine
1/2 cup chopped celery
1/2 cup chopped onion
1/2 cup dry-roast unsalted peanuts
1/2 cup water
2 cups corn bread stuffing mix
2 cups chicken broth or water
2 tablespoons butter or margarine
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper

1 package (10 ounces) frozen baby lima beans
1 package (10 ounces) frozen broccoli spears
1 cup seedless green grapes (1/4 pound)

1 1/2 pounds cooked sliced turkey breast

1. Using large skillet, sauté onion, butter or margarine, green and celery until lightly browned. Add peanuts, salt and pepper to vegetables. Cook until soft.
3. Meanwhile, heat chicken broth or water, butter or margarine and seasonings in large pan. Add limas, broccoli spears and green grapes. Set turkey slices on top. Cover pan tightly; simmer gently 10 minutes.

4. Remove turkey slices from pan. Arrange around edge of platter, as pictured. Place hot stuffing in center of platter and slightly over turkey slices. Drain vegetables; place on top of stuffing. Serve at once.

5. **American Home’s Suggested Menu:**
Chicken Bouillon
WINTER TURKEY PLATTER
Mincemeat Pie • Pouring Cream

**Knackwurst with Apple Kraut**
(pictured on page 63)

2 cups onion rings
2 tablespoons pure vegetable oil
4 cups chunk-size apple slices
(1 pound apples)
1 bag or can (16 ounces) sauerkraut
1/2 cup dry vermouth or white wine
2 tablespoons caraway seeds
1/2 pounds knackwurst
2 1/4 cups instant potato granules
2 envelopes (individual serving size) green-pea soup mix
2 1/4 cups milk
1 cup water
1/4 cup butter or margarine
1/3 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
3 to 4 drops green food color

1. Using large skillet, sauté onion rings, peanut oil and sauerkraut over medium heat 3 minutes. Add apple slices. Sauté 2 to 3 minutes, stirring constantly.
2. Rinse sauerkraut under cold running water. Press gently but firmly to remove excess liquid. Stir sauerkraut into skillet together with vermouth or white wine and caraway.
3. Place knackwurst on top of apple kraut. Cover skillet tightly; simmer over low heat 10 to 15 minutes or until sausage is very hot.
4. While sausage cooks, blend instant potato soup mix in hot peanut oil over medium heat 3 minutes. Add apple slices. Sauté 2 to 3 minutes, stirring constantly.
5. Serve by arranging apple kraut topped with knackwurst, as pictured. Pipe potato mixture around edge of dish, using No. 5 merininge tip, or spoon mixture around edge. Serve any extra potatoes along side.

**American Home’s Suggested Menu:**
Mushroom Soup
KNACKWURST WITH APPLE KRAUT
Potato and Pea Puree
Orange Sherbet • Vanilla Wafers

**Chicken with Zucchini and Noodles**
(pictured on pages 62-63)

1 1/2 pounds boned chicken breasts, halved and pounded thin
1/4 cup all-purpose flour

1. Place knackwurst on top of apple kraut. Cover skillet tightly; simmer over low heat 10 to 15 minutes or until sausage is very hot.
2. Rinse sauerkraut under cold running water. Press gently but firmly to remove excess liquid. Stir sauerkraut into skillet together with vermouth or white wine and caraway.
3. Place knackwurst on top of apple kraut. Cover skillet tightly; simmer over low heat 10 to 15 minutes or until sausage is very hot.
4. While sausage cooks, blend instant potato soup mix in hot peanut oil over medium heat 3 minutes. Add apple slices. Sauté 2 to 3 minutes, stirring constantly.
5. Serve by arranging apple kraut topped with knackwurst, as pictured. Pipe potato mixture around edge of dish, using No. 5 merininge tip, or spoon mixture around edge. Serve any extra potatoes along side.

6. **American Home’s Suggested Menu:**
Mushroom Soup
KNACKWURST WITH APPLE KRAUT
Potato and Pea Puree
Orange Sherbet • Vanilla Wafers

**Chicken with Zucchini and Noodles**
(pictured on pages 62-63)

1 1/2 pounds boned chicken breasts, halved and pounded thin
1/4 cup all-purpose flour

1. Place knackwurst on top of apple kraut. Cover skillet tightly; simmer over low heat 10 to 15 minutes or until sausage is very hot.
2. Rinse sauerkraut under cold running water. Press gently but firmly to remove excess liquid. Stir sauerkraut into skillet together with vermouth or white wine and caraway.
3. Place knackwurst on top of apple kraut. Cover skillet tightly; simmer over low heat 10 to 15 minutes or until sausage is very hot.
4. While sausage cooks, blend instant potato soup mix in hot peanut oil over medium heat 3 minutes. Add apple slices. Sauté 2 to 3 minutes, stirring constantly.
5. Serve by arranging apple kraut topped with knackwurst, as pictured. Pipe potato mixture around edge of dish, using No. 5 merininge tip, or spoon mixture around edge. Serve any extra potatoes along side.

6. **American Home’s Suggested Menu:**
Mushroom Soup
KNACKWURST WITH APPLE KRAUT
Potato and Pea Puree
Orange Sherbet • Vanilla Wafers

**Chicken with Zucchini and Noodles**
(pictured on pages 62-63)

1 1/2 pounds boned chicken breasts, halved and pounded thin
1/4 cup all-purpose flour

1. Place knackwurst on top of apple kraut. Cover skillet tightly; simmer over low heat 10 to 15 minutes or until sausage is very hot.
2. Rinse sauerkraut under cold running water. Press gently but firmly to remove excess liquid. Stir sauerkraut into skillet together with vermouth or white wine and caraway.
3. Place knackwurst on top of apple kraut. Cover skillet tightly; simmer over low heat 10 to 15 minutes or until sausage is very hot.
4. While sausage cooks, blend instant potato soup mix in hot peanut oil over medium heat 3 minutes. Add apple slices. Sauté 2 to 3 minutes, stirring constantly.
5. Serve by arranging apple kraut topped with knackwurst, as pictured. Pipe potato mixture around edge of dish, using No. 5 merininge tip, or spoon mixture around edge. Serve any extra potatoes along side.

6. **American Home’s Suggested Menu:**
Mushroom Soup
KNACKWURST WITH APPLE KRAUT
Potato and Pea Puree
Orange Sherbet • Vanilla Wafers

**Chicken with Zucchini and Noodles**
(pictured on pages 62-63)

1 1/2 pounds boned chicken breasts, halved and pounded thin
1/4 cup all-purpose flour


2. In large skillet, melt ¼ cup butter or margarine with vegetable oil. Sauté chicken breasts 2 or 3 at a time until tender; cooking 2 to 3 minutes each side. Place on paper towels to drain. Keep warm.

1. Using large skillet, sauté green pepper, and onion in hot vegetable oil until tender-crisp—about 3 to 4 minutes—over medium heat. Remove from skillet. Set aside.

1. Dip halved chicken breasts, one at a time, into flour mixed with seasonings. Press mixture firmly onto chicken, then shake gently to remove surplus.

4. Meanwhile, cook noodles according to package directions. Drain and return to pan; add drained, sauteed zucchini. Heat and toss gently to combine. Arrange on platter, as pictured. Top with sauteed chicken. Place on paper towels to drain. Set aside.

5. Stir sour cream into pan juices returned from zucchini. Heat and toss gently to combine. Arrange on platter, as pictured. Top with sauteed chicken. Place on paper towels to drain. Set aside.

6. American Home's Suggested Menu:

Black Bean Soup with Sherry
CHICKEN WITH ZUCCHINI AND NOODLES
Applesauce Parfait • Rolled Cookies

Kielbasa with Rice-Bean Pilaf

(continued)

Southern-Style Casserole


3 packages (8 ounces each) country-style little sausages
2 tablespoons butter or margarine
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon dried thyme leaves
¼ teaspoon hot-pepper sauce
1 can (16 ounces) whole tomatoes
1 package (10 ounces) frozen whole okra
1 package (10 ounces) frozen baby lima beans
1 package (10 ounces) frozen whole kernel corn

1. Prick sausages well with a fork. Cook in a large skillet according to package directions. Remove from skillet. Place on paper towels to drain. Set aside.

2. In same skillet, melt butter or margarine. Sauté onion and seasonings over medium heat for 5 minutes. Drain tomatoes. Measure ¼ cup tomato juice; add to skillet. Chop tomato flesh coarsely. Set aside.

3. Add okra to skillet. Cover; simmer 5 minutes. Add baby limas to skillet. Cover; simmer 10 minutes longer. Add corn, reserved sausages and chopped tomato. Stir gently to mix. Cover; simmer 5 minutes more. Serve at once.

4. American Home's Suggested Menu:

Cream of Celery Soup
SAUSAGE CASSEROLE
Warm Brownies • Lemon Sauce

Pan-Fried Liver, Balkan-Style


Vegetables
1 cup water
¼ cup butter or margarine
1 teaspoon celery salt

Liver
1½ pounds beef liver
1 cup all-purpose flour
¼ cup mild paprika

In a recent survey of Sunsweet® Prune Juice users, 74% said they drink Sunsweet to help keep regular.*

*Based on a survey of 1,379 Sunsweet users of whom 74% indicated that they drink Sunsweet Prune Juice to help keep regular, among other reasons. Write for more details.

©1974 Duffy-Mott Company, Inc.
370 Lexington Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10017
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TURN YOUR BARE WINDOW INTO A Delightful Sunlit Garden

Double Decker Shelves Makes Your Window An Exciting Garden Showplace

YOURS COMPLETE ONLY $4.98

TURN YOUR BARE WINDOW INTO A Delightful Sunlit Garden

Double Decker Shelves Makes Your Window An Exciting Garden Showplace

YOURS COMPLETE ONLY $4.98

Now your house plants get all the light and sunshine they need, and at the same time create a dazzling window display. Exquisitely scrolled white metal brackets hold a pair of 22" by 4" deep super strong shelves. Unit hooks quickly and easily right over your window...no installation needed. It won't interfere with opening or closing the window.

DAZZLING DISPLAY FOR PRIZED PLANTS, COLLECTOR'S PIECES
Just think of all the marvelous uses...display fine china and glassware...those exquisite decorator pieces you've been collecting...even books and records. And at this low price, order several...they're great for double windows. But hurry, order now. Supplies are limited and they're sure to go fast. Money back if not completely delighted.

Double Decker Window Shelves (Z354027) only $4.98

HANOVER HOUSE NO-LIMIT CONSUMER GUARANTEE
We take such pride in the merchandise we offer, that we're completely confident in offering this NO-LIMIT guarantee: If at any time you are not satisfied for any reason whatsoever with your order, please return for a full refund of your purchase price. A satisfied customer is our greatest reward. So order now with confidence.

SPECIAL SALE NOW ONLY $5.98

Cosmos Products Dept. Z-178 Hanover Bldg., Hanover, Penna. 17331

Yes, I want to lose pounds and inches the LAZY way, kindly send me your TEN-MINUTE BODY CYCLE for the special introductory price of just $4.99 each, plus $2.00 to help cover heavy weight shipping and handling costs. I understand that if after using for two weeks, I am not totally delighted with the results, I will return for a full refund of purchase price, no questions asked.

(2386763). SALE $5.98

10-MINUTE BODY CYCLE

Let's You Lie Down, Relax And Helps You Lose Pounds And Inches!

Fabulous New LAZY Way Helps To Trim Your Hips, Flatten Your Tummy And Get Back Into Shape

10-Minute Body Cycle GUARANTEE

Relax and use our Body Cycle for 10 minutes a day...even while reading a book, watching TV or listening to music. In TWO WEEKS if it hasn't helped you lose pounds and inches, feel an increase in stamina and endurance, and if you do not see measurable results in all of these areas, simply return Body Cycle for a full refund of purchase price, no questions asked! Now, that's a guarantee in writing!

NOW! LIE DOWN, RELAX AND PEDAL AWAY INCHES, EXCESS FLAB, UNWANTED POUNDS!

Here's the "smart set" way, the easy, lazy way to a new, flattering silhouette that's used by famous personalities, businessmen and women throughout the country. All you do is rest on the cloth-backed vinyl mat and start pedalling! You'll be thrilled with the invigorating resurgence of energy you'll experience with just a 10-minute cycling period a day. Tummy muscles will firm up, hips and thighs slim down, waistline shrink...and soon that puffy, bulgy feeling disappears! Leg muscles get stronger, digestion improves, heart and lungs are strengthened, too.

CYCLE INDOORS OR OUT WHILE YOU ENJOY THE SUNSHINE

This easy-carry, lightweight cycle assemble easily, can be used anywhere...on floor in bedroom, any room indoors...or, tan up in the sun outdoors while you pedal on lawn or patio. Enjoy yourself...read a book, watch TV, listen to stereo while your leg muscles do all the work...without strain or fatigue. TEN-MINUTE BODY CYCLE (Z386763), SALE $5.98

FOLDS FLAT FOR TUCK-AWAY STORAGE

That's the beauty of it...always ready for instant use, yet out of sight in any space when not in use. Folds to an almost flat 28" by 20" x 3" for only $15.98 (you save $4.00) for TWO Window Shelves in TWO WEEKS If It hasn't helped you lose pounds and inches, feel an increase in stamina and endurance, and if you do not see measurable results in all of these areas, simply return Body Cycle for a full refund of purchase price, no questions asked! Now, that's a guarantee in writing!

TEN-MINUTE BODY CYCLE (Z386763), SALE $5.98

NAME_________________________
ADDRESS______________________
STATE ZIP_____________________

Mail Handy Coupon

HANOVER HOUSE, DEPT. Z-179
Hanover Bldg., Hanover, Penna. 17331

Please rush me Double Decker Window Shelves(s) plus $4.99 postage and handling.
SAVING: Special Offer Or Order TWO Window Shelves and for just $9.98, plus $1.50 postage and handling. Save over $10.40. Great as gifts or in pairs.

TEN-MINUTE SAVINGS! Order FOUR Window Shelves for just $19.98 plus $3.00 postage and handling.

TEN-MINUTE SAVINGS! Order FOUR Window Shelves for just $19.98 plus $3.00 postage and handling.

Enclosed is $ .
NAME_________________________
ADDRESS______________________
STATE ZIP_____________________

Check here for FREE catalog of fine gifts (Z9938X)

Cosmos Products 1974

TEN-MINUTE BODY CYCLE (Z386763), SALE $5.98

10-MINUTE BODY CYCLE (Z386763), SALE $5.98

TEN-MINUTE BODY CYCLE (Z386763), SALE $5.98

TEN-MINUTE BODY CYCLE (Z386763), SALE $5.98
Super Pie
continued from page 65

Orange Meringue Pie
Follow recipe for Lemon Meringue Pie with these exceptions: Instead of 1 tablespoon grated lemon peel, use 1 tablespoon grated orange peel plus 1 teaspoon grated lemon peel; instead of lemon juice, use 1/2 cup orange juice.

Lime Meringue Pie
Follow recipe for Lemon Meringue Pie with these exceptions: Instead of grated lemon peel and juice, use 1 tablespoon grated lime peel, 1/2 cup lime juice and 3 drops green food color.

TIPS FOR ALL 3 MERINGUE PIES:
• Once you’ve lined the raw pie shell with wax paper, we recommend filling it with broken bread crumbs. Cooks once used raw rice or beans; today, these products are too costly. Packaged aluminum pellets are available for this purpose. They are an expensive first-time purchase, but can be reused repeatedly.
• To garnish pies, simmer 1/4 cup finely julienne lemon, orange or lime peels in 1/4 cup water 5 minutes. Drain well. Add 1/4 cup light corn syrup. Simmer 2 to 3 minutes. Lift from syrup with wooden pick or cake tester. Place over browned meringue.
• Each pie makes 8 servings.

Frozen Potatoes
continued from page 66

THE SMART SHOPPER SAYS:
• Don’t banish potatoes from your diet just because you’re watching calories. They have no more calories than such diet-accepted foods as pears and bananas. Also, they supply valuable vitamins and minerals. One cup of frozen French fries provides 30 percent of the daily vitamin C requirements for an adult; 16 percent of the niacin, 11 percent of the thiamine and 14 percent of the iron requirements.
• Frozen potatoes are convenient and economical. You use every bit you buy. With raw potatoes, as much as 30 percent of your purchase is wasted in peelings, eye trimmings or spoilage. Frozen potatoes are peel-free, and all are partially cooked. You save time in shopping because you can store frozen potatoes much longer than fresh.
• Frozen French fries, the most popular form of frozen potatoes, need not be fried in oil at home; processors have done that for you. Just bake and serve. There’s no unpleasant, expensive deep-fat frying to do.
• Frozen potatoes are available in more than a dozen shapes. Since they also come in different package sizes, you can use the size that fits your family’s appetite. The smaller-size packages or reclosable poly-bags are ideal for families who find they never use up a 3- or 5-pound bag of fresh potatoes before the last pound spoils.
continued
Us Tareyton smokers would rather light than switch!

Join the unswitchables.


continued

Chicken Brochette
(pictured on page 66)
Makes 2 dozen. Each skewer: 69 cal.; 3.9 gms. F.; 3.4 gms. C.
1 whole chicken breast (about 1 pound)
2 tablespoons pure vegetable oil
2 tablespoons water
1 tablespoon finely chopped parsley
1 tablespoon cornstarch
1. Remove bone and skin from chicken. (Save bone and skin for soup, if desired.) Cut chicken meat into 1-inch chunks. Heat oil in large saucepan over medium-high heat. Add chicken. Cook until lightly browned, stirring occasionally. Remove with slotted spoon to a dish.
5. To arrange skewers as pictured, place half of a large rutabaga or half a head of cabbage in a shallow round dish. Cover vegetable with sprigs of parsley. Insert skewers into vegetable stand.
6. American Home's Suggested Menu:

CHICKEN BROCHETTE
Cheese Manicotti • Italian Green Beans
Romaine Salad with Vinaigrette
Apricot Tart

Potatoes Germania with Apple-Raisin Sauce
(pictured on page 66)
1/2 cup butter or margarine
1 package (32 ounces) frozen chopped hash brown potatoes
2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
1/2 cup fresh or frozen chopped onion
1 tablespoon butter or margarine
8 slices cooked ham (3 ounces each)
1/2 cup apple juice
2 chicken bouillon cubes
2 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons cornstarch
2 tablespoons water
1. Heat oven to 450°. Place 1/2 cup butter or margarine in 4-cup Bundt flan pan or 10-inch shallow skillet with heatproof handle. Heat in oven until butter or margarine has melted. Remove pan from oven; swirl butter or margarine carefully to coat bottom and sides of pan.
2. Combine frozen potatoes, salt, pepper and onion in large bowl until any large clumps of potato separate into pieces. Spoon melted butter or margarine from flan pan or skillet over potato mixture. Toss with fork until well mixed. Pack potato mixture in flan pan or skillet, mounding mixture in center of pan. Bake 50 minutes or until potatoes are well browned, pressing them with a wide spatula midway during baking period to form a flat compact layer.
3. While potatoes bake, melt 1 tablespoon butter or margarine in skillet over medium heat. Add ham; sauté until heated. Remove to platter. Add apple juice, raisins, bouillon cubes and sugar to skillet. Bring to boiling, stirring constantly. Boil 1 minute. Reduce heat. Add ham to sauce to keep warm.
4. Remove potatoes from oven. Loosen potatoes from sides of pan. Place inverted platter over potatoes. Turn plate right side up. Lift off pan or skillet.

continued
FABULOUS OPPORTUNITY! We offer our man-made two carat simulated diamond rings at the unheard of price of only $9 each. You have seen these superb quality stones advertised under fancy names, at fancy prices. Now you can take advantage of this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to own a fiery, fabulous, breathtakingly beautiful ring of your very own. Each is a full two carats, each is pure white and each is flawless. They are made to exacting standards and are precision cut and polished with 58 Facets... just like real diamonds. We dare you to tell the difference... only an expert can.

These rings are heavy gold electroplated, with the incomparable Tiffany Setting, a perfect showcase for the sparkle and brilliance of these magnificent gems.

Remember, whatever style you choose, round, pear, marquise or emerald, these man-made beauties are the same fabulous fakes you would expect to pay $40, $50, $60 for in stores.

Comes complete in luxurious gift case... order yours today, supply limited.

American Consumer, Dept. RQ-6
Caroline Road, Philadelphia, Pa. 19176

Please rush my heavy gold electroplated 2-Carat Simulated Diamond Ring, in Gift Box, for the sale price of only $9 postpaid. I understand that if I am not completely satisfied I may return it for a full refund.

My choice is:

☐ Round  ☐ Pear  ☐ Marquise  ☐ Emerald

☐ I do not know my ring size but am enclosing cardboard wedge indicating size(s).

☐ SAVE $3! Any two rings for only $15, same money back guarantee.

☐ SAVE $7! Any three rings for only $20.

Charge ☐ Master Charge ☐ BankAmericard

INTERBANK NO. EXP. MO. YEAR DATE

SIGNATURE

Name
Address Apt #
City
State Zip

Add Sales Tax Where Applicable
Country Potato Bread

Makes 2 loaves (16 slices each). Each slice: 100 cal.; 3.25 gms. P.; 1.29 gms. F.; 18.6 gms. C.
2 cups water
1 package (12 ounces) frozen shredded hash brown potatoes or 2 cups frozen chopped hash brown potatoes
2 tablespoons instant minced onion
2 tablespoons butter or margarine
5 to ¾ cup unsifted all-purpose flour
½ cup instant nonfat dry milk powder
2 packages active dry yeast
1 cup milk
1 tablespoon salt
1 teaspoon sugar
1 teaspoon pepper
1 can (14½ ounces) solid pack white kidney beans, drained and rinsed
2 tablespoons diced raw fresh parsley

Hot Shredded Potato Salad

2 cups water
1 package (12 ounces) frozen shredded hash brown potatoes
2 slices bacon
2 tablespoons chopped chives
3 tablespoons cider vinegar
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon sugar
¼ teaspoon pepper
1. Bring water to boiling in medium-size saucepan. Add frozen potatoes. Cover. Cook over low heat until potatoes are very tender, stirring occasionally. Remove pan from heat. Add onion and butter or margarine. Let stand until warm (120°).
2. Combine 2 cups flour, milk powder, yeast, sugar and salt in large bowl. Blend in potato mixture gradually on low speed of mixer. Increase speed to medium; beat 3 minutes. Add eggs, 1 at a time. Beat in 1 cup more flour. Remove beater. Mix in enough remaining flour (2 to 1 ¾ cups) with spoon to form a stiff, sticky dough.
3. Oil top of dough. Cover bowl with damp towel. Let rise in warm place (85°), free from draft, about 1 hour or until doubled in bulk.
4. Grease two 9x5x3-inch loaf pans. With greased hands, punch dough down stiff. Place in pans. Press dough evenly to sides of pans. Cover. Let rise 30 minutes more.
Hanging Basket

(GENUINE BELGIUM PENDULA BEGONIA)

Starts A Valuable Experimental Membership In WORLD'S LARGEST GARDENING PLAN

FOR INDOOR OR OUTDOOR PLANTING

Easy Growing—Needs Little Sunlight

Truly beautiful heavenly Red trailing Begonia... the variety that blooms indoors or outdoors with a myriad of exquisite Red flowers which cascade all over the hanging basket into a living "falls" of vivid color, enhanced by a background of fresh green foliage. This offer brings healthy large Belgium tuber plus a large 8 inch hanging basket that produces the most successful, colorful, gay and brilliant of all Indoor Begonia Gardens. Truly valuable... Yours free... when you fill out and mail the application blank below or attached card to start your experimental membership in Flower-of-the-Month.

ORDER ON CREDIT
No Risk...Everything Guaranteed

MAIL THIS EXPERIMENTAL MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION TODAY

FLOWER-OF-THE-MONTH, Dept. BF-1402
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49502

Please send me the BEGONIA HANGING BASKET postpaid and enroll me as a member in Flower-of-the-Month. I will receive FREE every month the informative GARDEN NEWS announcing next month's selection and the low-priced alternates available. If I do not want the selection, I merely return the reject form supplied. All I need do is purchase a minimum of 4 items during the next 12 months after which I may drop my membership at any time. I also receive a Double Dividend Coupon with each monthly selection. My membership entitles me to all other privileges and benefits, including FREE GARDEN NEWS MAGAZINE each month.

NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY.
STATE.
ZIP.

Here's What FLOWER-OF-THE-MONTH Does for You

Nothing can match the thrill and satisfaction of growing flowers in your own garden. That's why Flower-of-the-Month is set up for flower lovers like yourself. It is designed to help you get more enjoyment from your garden by introducing many ideas, unusual plants and flowers, in addition to the old garden favorites. All year long outdoor or indoor planting monthly selections matching the seasons are picked by our experts from rare and interesting garden stock gathered from all over the world. Our mass buying power means fantastically low, low prices for our members.

Each month you'll receive the interesting GARDEN NEWS magazine with full color pictures announcing the following month's selection plus many alternates available. You always have your choice each month of taking a month's selection or not. GARDEN NEWS also contains gardening hints, facts, useful tips, legends, and tells about other unusual and popular plants for the garden.

- Not only low prices... but bonuses galore! With each monthly selection you accept, you receive a Double Dividend Coupon... one part worth 50¢ toward other garden items offered each month... the other a Bonus GIF Coupon redeemable for valuable premiums illustrated in FREE premium catalog.
- There are no dues... no risk. You may cancel your membership at any time after taking as few as 4 items within the next 12 months. Over 100 items will be available, ranging in price from $1.00 up.
- Fully guaranteed... if you are not completely satisfied with your Bonus, you may return it and cancel your membership with no obligation. Further, if you are not satisfied with any other selections you receive from us, you can return them within 10 days without paying one cent. Any item not growing to your satisfaction will be replaced FREE (2 year limit).

Mail Coupon or the attached card for the Free Begonia Basket and the fun of an experimental membership in Flower-of-the-Month.
HERE'S THE FABULOUS NEW FORMULA THAT IS TAKING THE HEALTH AND BEAUTY WORLD BY STORM!

CIDER VINEGAR
LECITHIN
KELP & B-6

NOW AVAILABLE IN 4-IN-1 TABLET FORM

“NATURAL GLOW”

The 4 ingredients that everybody is talking about...

What is this “NATURAL GLOW” that everybody is talking about? “NATURAL GLOW” is the name we've given to a specially formulated tablet containing Vitamin B-6, Lecithin and Kelp in a base of Cider Vinegar. The combination of ingredients talked about for weight control in low calorie diets.

Lecithin: A substance derived from vegetable oils that is actually a food, not a drug. In a recent experiment, a doctor found that Lecithin produced a decrease of as much as 30% in cholesterol and at the same time, tended to shift weight from one area of the body to another for a more streamlined silhouette.

Vitamin B-6: The fat-metabolizing vitamin that scientists have found works with body chemicals to balance and regulate body fluids to prevent water retention and bloating.

Kelp: Nature’s great food mineral harvested from the ocean and our most reliable source for essential Iodine — so important in burning up fuel to melt fat accumulations away.

Cider Vinegar: Legendary solution used down thru the ages in weight control diets, is the basis for this outstanding new formula.

10-DAY FREE HOME TRIAL
SEE AMAZING RESULTS ... OR MONEY BACK

This is the formula the whole country is talking about. Now, for the first time, it is available to you in easy-to-take tablet form. So, we urge you to order your supply of NATURAL GLOW tablets today and try them for 10 days FREE. If you are not delighted with amazing results in just ten days ... simply return the unused portion of Natural Glow to us and we'll refund your purchase price with no questions asked. And you have our guarantee in writing so — YOU HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE! But hurry, mail this handy no-risk coupon now!

NATURAL GLOW 100 tablets (Z356980)
only $5.98

HANOVER HOUSE, Dept Z-180
Hanover Bldg., Hanover, Penna. 17331

Yes I want to take advantage of the astounding new formula that is taking the health and beauty world by storm. Kindly rush 100 tablet bottle of NATURAL GLOW (Z356980) for the amazing low price of just $5.98 on full money back guarantee if I do not see amazing results within 10 days.

□ SAVE! Order TWO bottles of NATURAL GLOW for just $10.00 on same money back guarantee.

Please enclose 50¢ to help cover postage and handling.

Enclosed is $_________.

Pennsylvania & Maryland residents add sales tax.

NAME (please print)
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE ZIP

□ Send FREE catalog of other fine items, (Z89938X).

© Hanover House, 1974
50-Piece Set
Pistol-Handled
Flatware of 1776...

THE PURCHASE OF A LIFETIME Only $22.95

STERLING SILVER PISTOL-HANDED FLATWARE OF 1776... Reproduced as authentic replicas in satin finish stainless NOT $44.95! NOT $34.95! ONLY $22.95!

Your home can reflect the candlelight appeal and gracious atmosphere of Early American Colonial elegance when you grace your table with this incredibly beautiful service. Through a special purchase, we can offer you the famous Pistol-Handled Flatware with all its stunning Colonial simplicity in magnificent, satin finish stainless steel at just a fraction of what you would pay for luxurious Sterling Silver. Each and every piece is a masterpiece of authenticity—an exquisite replica of the famous Paul Revere settings that highlighted many a candlelit Colonial dinner. The knives are the genuine hollow pistol grip handles; the forks are the graceful 3-tined design. And the entire 50-Piece Set is made of modern stainless steel, to give you years of carefree service.

LIMITED SUPPLY AVAILABLE AT THIS VERY SPECIAL LOW, LOW PRICE

Don't be disappointed! Take advantage of this amazing low price while our supplies last. Order now and we’ll send you the complete service for 8 including 8 Pistol Grip Hollow Handle Knives; 8 Dinner Forks; 8 Salad Forks; 8 Soup Spoons; 16 Teaspoons PLUS a SPECIAL FREE GIFT of a matching Butter Knife and Sugar Spoon—50 pieces in all. The entire set is yours for just $22.95 on full money back guarantee if you are not absolutely delighted. But don't delay. Due to the rising cost of quality stainless steel, the price of this set will be increased in the very near future. Take advantage of our truly low price while current supplies last. Mail coupon today!

Complete Luxury Service For 8 50 PIECE SET ONLY $22.95 While Supplies Last

CROWN-CASTLE Ltd., Dept. PGS-153
51 Bank Street, Stamford, Conn. 06901

Please send me the 48 Piece Stainless Steel Pistol Grip Flatware set plus the FREE Butter Knife and Sugar Spoon for just $22.95 on full Money Back Guarantee if I am not absolutely delighted. Please add $2.00 for postage and handling.

☐ Enclosed is $___________

Charge my ☐ BankAmericard ☐ Master Charge ☐ Diners Club ☐ American Express

Card No. ___________________________ Expiration Date ____________
Signature ___________________________

Name ___________________________
Address ___________________________

(Please Print Clearly)

City __________________ State ______ Zip ______

☐ SAVE: SPECIAL OFFER. Order two sets for just $44.95 plus $2.00 postage and handling.

Conn. Residents Add 6% Sales Tax
Get this super new CATALOG...FREE!

- It's loaded with NEW, DIFFERENT & UNUSUAL ITEMS FOR THE HOME & FOR GIFT GIVING

Big, brawny brass buckle you've never seen before (or saw, but didn't know where to buy). Belts hand-stamped with beautiful wild horse designs. A postal scale that brings back the country store of 1900. Victorian music boxes. Collector cookie jars. A ceiling alarm clock (at a new low price!). Bike motors. Round clothespins. Pub mirrors. And these are just a few of the excitingly different NEW items for enjoying life you'll find in our latest NO NONSENSE SHOP catalog. There's so much more, there just isn't room to tell you all about it here. So see for yourself. Send for your copy of the catalog everyone's talking about. IT'S FREE!

Save 1/2 on WALLPAPER

Flocks and Vinyls

Get new 1975-76 catalog. Actual sample sheets - textures, weaves, damasks, companion papers - all pre-trimmed, washable, vinyl-bonded - only 75¢ to $1.25 single roll! Also stripable Flocks and scrubbable Vinyls at great savings. 73 selections. Send $3 for huge catalog.

Build for Fun or Profit

This country style windmill is fast disappearing in most areas. A rustic and charming look in any yard. The 22 in. windmills will show the wind directions as it rotates, 8 ft tall to top of sails. No trouble with angles. Plans and material list $2.00.

Stationery basket

Sensational basket for keeping letters, bills, stamps, etc., is this lovely basket of handwoven natural willow. It neatly sports two shelves and three partitions for organized stashing. Attractive gift. Measures 11½ wide, 11½ high, and 6½ deep. $7.95 plus $1 hdlg. For catalog, send $25. Fran's Basket House, Dept. AH2, Rt. 10, Succasunna, NJ 07876.

Pierced earring case

Sleek brass case will keep your pet pairs of drops and studs together and untangled. Has pretty shell stitch; scalloped ribbed trim; easy shoulder; ¾ sleeve. Your choice of white, black, beige, pink or light blue. Sizes 52 to 48. $8.95 plus $1.50 postage. FERRY HOUSE, Dept. H-2, Briarcliff Manor, N.Y. 10510.

Stitchery delights!

And easy. Grandmother's Sampler, "if mother says no ask grandmother," or Grandfather's Sampler, "if all else fails, ask grandpa," are marvelous to colorfully cross-stitch on stamped oyster linen. Each kit has all you need plus $1 hdlg. Vicki White, $23 plus $1.50 hdlg. For each kit. Order from Victoria Gifts, 12 A Water St., Epping, NH 03042.

Sweater vest

Hand-knitted sweater vest in various colors, pastel pairs of drops and studsa. Light weight yet warm. A lovely easy design of acrylic or wool yarn with dainty edging. Dar. $11.95. BVT Antiques, 10510.

Beaded doll dresses

Grandmother, "if mother says no ask grandmother," or Grandfather's "if all else fails, ask grandpa," are marvelously beaded right. For the shore or slopes in this year arrives all year round. Navy with white or gold lettering. $2.95. Vicki White, $23 plus $1.50 hdlg. Vicki White, 10510.
Shower shelf
Luxurious chrome caddy for the shower easily snaps on shower head. Two suction cups on bottom hold firm to wall. Large tray with gallery railing for bottles; soap dish for any size bar, and 2 large hooks for wash cloth, etc. 18 3/8 x 3 1/2 x 4 3/8. $6.98 plus $1.19 hdlg. Gift catalog, 50c. House of Minnel, Dept. 125F, Deerpath Rd., Batavia, IL 60510.

Gingham tiebacks

"Canvas" enlargement
Your favorite photo can be enlarged into a beautiful 8" x 10" canvas-textured enlargement, mounted in a luxurious wood floater frame. Make work-of-art gifts, yet at a reasonable price. Send any color negative, slide, photo, or Polaroid. $14.95 (add $3 if print is supplied). Keystone Photo Service, Dept. ED-AH2, Box 1766, New York, NY 10001.

Taxpayer's pine plaque
Guess-who's-on-your-side is nice to know, but the "taketh away" part is painfully clear. Solid wood taxpayer's plaque in "aged" colors can bring smiles instead of tears—just keep in mind who the "collector" really is! ¾" thick, with hanging chain. 10 ½ x 7 ½ x 1", $3.50; 3 for $9.98. Add 50¢ hdlg. Vernon, Dept. A21, 510 S. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.

Victorian "mini-sofa"
A treasured antique reproduction, this lovely mini-sofa enhances any room. Solid mahogany frame with rose-and-leaf carving by hand. 51 ½" long; 28 ½" overall depth; 34" high. Variety of Victorian-style fabrics. $299.95, delivery charges collect. Victorian catalog + fabric samples. $1.

Sewer's treasure chest
Precious is the word for this tiny gem of a chest in gilded metal and leather! Holds not a pirate's but a sewer's handy treasure: golden thimble, 2 mini-spools of thread, several pins and needles. Made in Italy. 1 ¾ x 3 ¼ x 1 ¾. Great find for collectors, too! $1.98; 2, $3.50. Add 45¢ hdlg. Ferry House, Dept. H25, Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510.
...WITH THE BURKE ELEVATING RECLINER!

If you've suffered the discomfort of arthritis, stroke, Parkinson's, back trouble, or M.S., you can take the struggle out of standing up. Gently lower yourself to a sitting position with the touch of a switch. Then, you can securely raise yourself to your feet. You're dependent on no one but yourself, and the touch of a switch. Write for free color brochure and information on our Try Before You Buy Plan...No Obligation.

CANDY MOLDS

Now you can make professional-looking candy molds by using these bullet-proof candy molds. Make inexpensive candies in minutes with our FREE no-cook recipe cards included with your order. The molds are perfect for showers, weddings, receptions, parties, or hostess gifts. Give the molds as a unique gift. Order Rose, Leaf, Fancy Mint, Plain Mint, Daisy or Corrugated Mint.

Each mold is $1.90 P.P.
3 for $3.50 P.P. 6 for $7.75 P.P.
Ca. Res. add Sales Tax
Color Catalog - 25¢ or FREE with Order

PAINT YOUR OWN WALL MURAL!

Enjoy the fun, creative satisfaction of painting a beautiful mural in your own living room, den, etc. New "paint-by-numbers" method is incredibly easy. Paint a 5 ft. wide mural just 3 to 5 hours. Our complete kits (patterns, brushes & paint) just $39.95! Many exquisite designs, provincial, oriental, etc. designs. A stunning prestige touch!

Send for...
FREE COLOR CATALOG!
Dozens of new designs, decorator color combination, easy "how to" details. Send 25c postcard and handling.

CREATIVE MURALS, INC. Dept. AH-2
14707 Keyston St., Van Nuys, Ca. 91405

PAINT YOUR OWN WALL MURAL!

Enjoy the fun, creative satisfaction of painting a beautiful mural in your own living room, den, etc. New "paint-by-numbers" method is incredibly easy. Paint a 5 ft. wide mural just 3 to 5 hours. Our complete kits (patterns, brushes & paint) just $39.95! Many exquisite designs, provincial, oriental, etc. designs. A stunning prestige touch!

Send for...
FREE COLOR CATALOG!
Dozens of new designs, decorator color combination, easy "how to" details. Send 25c postcard and handling.

CREATIVE MURALS, INC. Dept. AH-2
14707 Keyston St., Van Nuys, Ca. 91405

Well, owl be!

"Nobody's Perfect" makes its wise, whimsical point (needlepoint, that is) via this charming, easy-to-do needlepoint picture. Kit includes design hand-painted on 13" x 15" white interlock canvas with 12 mesh per inch. Persian yarns, needle and directions. 10" x 12", finished size. $17.95 plus $1.25 hdlg. The Stitchery, Dept. AH-2, Wellesley Hills, MA 02181.

Mother's Day thimble

An enchanting thimble, designed by Lillian Vernon, is favored with an exquisite rose design in a perfect miniature mount. Glowing hand-enameled in red and green on a snowy-white background with glints of golden highlights. Of solid brass, it's extravagantly gold-plated. $1.98 plus 35¢ hdlg. Vernon, A21, 510 So. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.

A sure thing!

"Women's Circle Cookbook," with over 1,000 recipes tested by Women's Circle readers, is a kitchen delight with 168 large 8½ x 11" pages of carefully selected recipes. Covers every category, too, so you'll never "run out" of ideas for delicious dishes for your demanding family or friends. $2. Tower Press, Inc., Box 428-CCX, Seabrook, NH 03874.

Craft

Lazy Susan set

Each piece is available individually, or the complete set for $46.50. All elegant! Lazy Susan of native pine in dark finish, 12" in diameter, $21.50. Crystal cheese or sugar shaker, 4", $5.25. Cape Cod cruets, 5", $4.50. Solid pewter salt and pepper set, 4", $19.25. Catalog with order; or, 50¢ hdlg. Sturbridge Yankee Workshop, Dept. AH-2, Wellesley Hills, MA 02181.

Make living safer, easier

ADJUSTABLE POLES

Hold your portable T.V. right where you want it without awkward tables or stands. Takes any width, up to 14" wide, 17" high. Black decorator pole has spring tension spring to adjust to 7½ to 8½ ft. ceiling heights. Can be set up in Hi or Low position. Hi position is great for reclining watchers!

$13.95
plus $1 handling
Write for FREE catalog

Holiday Gifts

The Haunted Museum

First forecast

Cape Cod Weather Glass, a lovely hand-blown reproduction, accurately forecasts changes 12 hours in advance. Wrought iron bracket 11¾" high. Glass, 3⅞ x 3½". With oval mahogany board, $10.50. Less board, $7.95 plus $1 hdlg. 144-page nautical catalog, 25¢. Prestons, 109-E Main St. Wharf, Greenport, NY 11944.
**Southern PIKNIK Table**

This happy table with commercial grade quality gives years of carefree use.

Guaranteed Heavy Duty Materials of Jet - Age Lifetime Aluminum

**Your Choice of 4 Enchanting Colors**

By the makers of Rugged Aluminum Outdoor Seating (at the Cotton Bowl, Sun Bowl, Denver Stadium, and many others)

Send for FREE brochure on table, ornamental iron doors, and other fine decor items.

---

**Country miniature**

Miniature replica of the early 1900's store scale, this nostalgic bunny has a surprisingly accurate balance beam postage scale. Weighs a 1-oz. letter to a 2-lb. package! 5½x6½x7¾". Melamine finished in black, gold trim. Parts snap together quickly. $10 plus $1.50 hdlg. No Nonsense Parts snap together quickly. $10 plus $1.50 hdlg. No Nonsense

---

**Genuine turquoise ring**

Indian jewelry, real treasures from the Southwest, is handcrafted of sterling silver and features genuine turquoise stones. Ring with 1" oval stone in full and ½ sizes 5-9, $15 plus 40¢ hdlg. Matching clip back earrings with ½" oval stones, $15 plus 40¢. Sensational gifts! Vicki Wayne, 610-A21 So.

---

**Lawn bowling**

Your entire family will get a big boot playing the national game of Italy—Boccie, lawn bowling, that is. Authentic Italian Boccie Balls provide great (and healthy) outdoor fun! Play in your backyard—a special playing surface is not required. In carry case, legs snap into top. $8.95 each. 2, $15.95. Add $1.50 hdlg. Quality House, AH, 49 Graham Rd., Scarsdale, NY 10583.

---

**Now - New Borderless 24 Color Wallet Photos**

Beautiful silk-textured & smudge-proof. Send Polaroid color print or photo (up to 9" x 7"), nap. or slide. Original returned unharmed. GUARANTEED! Add 45¢ for shipping. ROXANNE STUDIOS, Box 192, L.I.C., N.Y. 11101, Dept. 6.F.9
WINTER SPECIAL
Baby's First Shoes
Bronze Plated in Solid Metal only $3.99 a pair

Limited time only! Baby's precious shoes gorgeously plated in SOLID METAL for only $3.99 a pair. Don't confuse this offer of genuine lifetime BRONZING-PLATING with painted imitations. Satisfaction guaranteed. Also Portrait Stands (shown at right), ash trays, bookends, TV lamps at great savings. Thrillingly beautiful. The perfect gift for Dad or Grandparents. SEND NO MONEY! Rush name, address, for full details, money-saving certificate, handy mailing sack.
Write Now!

AMERICAN BRONZING CO., BOX 6504-B1, BEXLEY, OHIO 43209

SALE on Silver Replating

Now improved to help you KEEP DRY THE MODERN WAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silver Plated by American's largest replaters. All work 100% guaranteed. Write for free list to Senti-Metal Co. Silver-Plating Division Dept. AH2 1919 Memory Lane Columbus, Ohio 43209</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

MALE-DRI® & FEMALE-DRI®
(For Men & Boys) (For Women)

HERE'S THE easy, sanitary way to stop embarrassment of wet garments and bedding. Day and night protection and confidence. High-quality elastic belt, velcro oval pad holder, quilted absorbent reusable cotton pad snap in, removes for easy washing. Pad has special "keep-dry" lining next to skin which allows one-way moisture flow away from the body. Ideal for post-operative comfort, too. Send waist measure. Specify male or female. Guaranteed — money back if returned postpaid in 30 days. Comes in plain envelope.

In a hurry? Wrapped in a gift box. Send $2.00 for each pair. Mailed postpaid.

Early American Scenes come to life in easy-to-do cross-stitch samplers. Each kit includes stamped natural Belgian linen, bright colored floss, and simple instructions. Frames 10" x 10".

Red Barn Kit (shown) $1.95
Old Ship Kit $1.95
Little Red Schoolhouse Kit $1.95
Lighthouse Kit $1.95
Spirit of '76 Kit $1.95
Miranda Man Kit $1.95
Metallic Man Kit $1.95

WOOD FRAMES, 1½" x 1½", mahogany finish.
Wood frames, 1½" x 1½", maple finish.


VICTORIA GIFTS

12-A Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

Learn FLOWER ARRANGING
Quickly and Easily at Home Learn to make professional corsages, arrangements, wedding and funeral designs. Study and earn your certificate at home. Unusual spare or full time money-making opportunities or hobby. Send for Free Book..."Opportunities in Floristry" Dept. B-232, 2311 East Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90024

LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS

Cedar Butter Churn

An authentic, Early American reproduction. This beautiful 34" high churn is completely handcrafted of oak, lapped oiled with brass-bonded metal bands. A unique decorator item for kitchen or hearth, our butter churn calls to mind the simpler life.

Order No. 6004-249

(Add 1.99 for shipping & handling)

Send $50 for a year's subscription to our beautiful gift catalog.

ABBOT PRESS

DEP. 213, ST. LOUIS, MO. 63177

Victorian clothes rack
Stunning cast-iron rack sparks a friendly touch in hallway, bathroom, kitchen, or bedroom. Reproduced from the colorful Victorian era, it has 5 large swing-away arms with 3 hooks on each for hats, coats, towels, etc. Extends 7½" from wall, 14" wide. $3.98 plus $75 hdlg. From Holiday Gifts, 602-C, Wheatridge, CO 80033.

Latigo leather wedge

Elegant wallcoverings
New catalog of wall coverings for every area in the home carries actual sample sheets including textures, damasks, companion papers, etc. 73 selections at amazing prices from 75¢ to $1.25 per single roll. All paper pretrimmed, waterfast and vinyl-bonded to resist soil. Catalog, 35¢, Mutual Wall-paper Co., AH2, 812 W. Main St., Louisville, KY 40202.

It's copper!
Yes, this pretty, lacy bracelet is scrumptiously crafted in solid copper. Delightfully delicate, feminine and flexible to circle any pretty wrist. ¾" wide! Magic curing powers? Who knows, but it surely is what the fashion doctor ordered! Great for getting. $1.98; 2 for $3.50. Add $1 hdlg. Ferry House, Dept. AH2, Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510.

Post Card Album
Beautiful! Holds 200 U.S. and foreign cards in curved corner slots that make it easy to slip cards in and out. Faint guide lines insure neat titles and notes. Luxurious binder has padded leather-grained vinyl covers titled in gold. For lifetime pleasure. $7.95 plus $1 hdlg. 2 for $15.95 post-free. Writteco Co., 372 Transit Rd., Dept. 213, East Aurora, NY 14052.

CEDAR BUTTER CHURN

19 CHAMPIONS OF LIBERTY

TERRIFIC OFFER, trial price! Complete U.S. "views of Liberty" set of colorful stamps issued honoring 10 world heroes like Paul Revere, G. Washington, includes both 4c & scarce 8c values, giant Maygus stamp. Retail $18 — all 19 years for 25c. Plus free stamp selections to the tune. Buy any or none, cancel service any time — reply — only one set is a collector.

CARCELON STAMP CO., AH2, 2150 Main St., Santa Ana, Calif.
Paint a mural kit
Place it, trace it, paint it—foolproof, simple, paint-by-the-number method guarantees professional results. 74 mural designs/subjects up to 12' wide; up to 3 color schemes. Kit includes all you need. $2.95 up. Color catalog with decorator guide, color chart, instructions, 35¢. Double M Marketing, Dept. AH-502E, Box 8500, Fountain Valley, CA 92708.

Here, Prince!
Your dog may hide his bone, but he'll never be "hidden" for long with this Dog-bone Tag for identification. Engraved with dog's name, area code, phone, city and state. 1 3/4" long. With hook. In sterling silver, $3.98. In heavy silver plate on solid brass, $1.25. Add 35¢ hdlg. Vernon, Dept. A21, 510 S. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.

Quilt patterns
Lovely "Butterflies in the Garden" is filled with 25 popular quilt patterns with detailed instructions for embroidery or tube painting. Complete art work for setting motifs or quilting together. Each illustration has easy-to-follow directions. Patterns are adaptable to applique or china painting, too. $1.25. Tower Press, Inc., Box 428-CBE, Seabrook, NH 03874.

"Cottage" handbag
Needlepoint kit houses all you need to make this adorable and sturdy handbag: plastic canvas, Persian type yarns, felt lining, plastic handle, brass lid fastener, metal studs for base, needle and complete instructions including easy-to-follow chart. 8 1/4x4x8 1/4", finished size. $13.95 plus $1 hdlg. The Stitchery, Dept. AH2, Wellesley Hills, MA 02181.

Make a good impression
Hand Embosser turns envelopes and paper into elegant personalized stationery with raised letter impressions of any 3-line name and address (print clearly). Up to 24 characters per line. $9.95 plus 65¢ hdlg. For 4 lines, add $1. Extra plate (no frame), $7.85. Desk model, $11.95 plus 75¢. Catalog, 25¢. Postamatik, AH2, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444.

Chair caning kit
An age-old craft, chair caning, is today's "in" thing! With this kit, it's so easy because it's a foolproof, cane by-the-number method. Includes a foot stool, enough cane for it and a chair or two besides, all the tools you need, and instruction book. Kit, $9.95. General Supplies Co., Dept. G-295, 526 W. Aviation Rd., Box 338, Fullerton, CA 92028.

NEEDLEPOINT SCHNAUZER

This adorable Schnauzer design has already been carefully hand-worked on 10-mesh needlepoint canvas. You just fill in the background (background yarn not included). Finished size: 12" x 14". Only $7.95 plus 50¢ postage. Add $3.50 for five skeins of scarlet background yarn. Send 24¢ for Next 4 Issues of Our Art Needlecraft Catalog.

The Stitchery
Dept. AH-302
204 Worcester Turnpike
Wellesley, Mass. 02181

DOLLS

DON'T DELAY—Start today for your exciting future. Send for FREE BOOKLET. No salesman, no obligation.

LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS Dept. D-405
2251 Barry Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90064

PLEASE SEND FREE BOOKLET

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State __ Zip __

CACTUS PLANTS

Curious odd-looking, strange species of plants thrive anywhere with little care. Flowers of exquisite beauty and fragrance. Send Life in Colonial for $5. Please order 2 Pkts. for 25c and Seed Catalog. FREE

R. H. SHUMWAY SEEDSMAN
Dept. 300 Rockford, Ill. 61011
Bamboo orchid, a beauty
Breathtaking, it blooms all year in your home...grows with artificial or natural light. Flown direct from Hawaii, you receive plant 15" to 18". Soon, flower appears, white with purple lips. $2 plus 50c hdlg. 2 plants for $4 plus 75c; 4 for $7 plus $1. Gary Evan Hawaii Nursery, Dept. AH2, 175 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10010.

The “scarlet maple”
This magnificent red-leaved sycamore tree has been hailed by enthusiasts as the “2-in-1” tree because of its great beauty and speed growth. Its leaves are a brilliant red in the autumn and it grows up to 30’ over a 3-year period. Cost $7.98; 4 for $12.98; 8 for $22.98. From the Nursery E. P.O. Box 7128A, Minn. MN 37110.

THE AMERICAN HOME MAGAZINE
GARDEN CENTER

Inter-State Nurseries delivers
Hamburg, Iowa 51540

Seven Giant Ruffled
Glads

Glads 25¢ Postpaid & Guaranteed

Double your money back if not completely satisfied.

New and superior varieties...if bought by name, they would cost 75c. Colors range from white to purple, pink, rose, yellow, lavender, orange. This year we added Red Beauty—one of the brightest glads known. Big bulbs, 1 to 1 1/2 inches across. Will bloom this summer. Our finest glad offer.

Free Catalog
Spring 1975 issue—84 colorful pages

INTER-STATE NURSERIES
425 E. Street, Hamburg, Iowa 51540

FREE Spring Catalog 17 Glads 25¢
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY & STATE:
ZIP:

Glads will be shipped at proper planting time.

Full Size, Home Gardener
GREENHOUSES
at America's Lowest Prices!

Redwood greenhouses, U.V. or fiberglass covering. Also aluminum-clad designs. 8 ft. U.V.I. MODEL ONLY $119.95
WRITE FOR FREE COLOR BROCHURES
Peter Reimuller—The Greenhouseman ™
P.O. Box 2787-E2, Santa Cruz, Cal. 95063

UP TO 200

ZOYSIA GRASS PLUGS FREE!

by Mike Seidow
It's true the things people are saying about Amazy Meyer Z-62 Zoysia Grass (Reg. T. M.)
It grows so thick and luxurious that walking on it is unforgettable. Like walking on a thick, pile carpet.
Your Zoysia lawn drives out other grass and weeds at absurdly high speed.
It stays green and beautiful in blazing heat, when other grass burns out. It cuts mowing by 100%—It's perfect for summer home and "problem" areas.
There's no need to rip out your old grass. Plug in Amazy Meyer Zoysia Grass and let it spread into beautiful turf that never needs replanting. It will neither heat kill nor winter kill...merely goes off its green color after heavy frosts and regains fresh new beauty every spring—a true perennial!
Every plug fully guaranteed to grow in any soil or terrain.

To end lawn problems, send for free interest
ving facts and prices at Amazy Zoysia. Pre-Season Offer with us to 100 plugs FREE! No obligation. Mail coupon to:
Dept. 277, ZOYSIA FARMS
(Our 50th year) General Offices & Stores
6145 Reisterstown Rd., Balt., Md. 21219

Name:
Address:

$10.00

Send for Yours Today!

Zoysia Grass

HI SPEED GROWTH

Hi Speed Garden—Easiest way to grow your own plants.

Now you can grow your own plants with Shumway’s “Growth Packed” Flower Seed. A big packet of 15 packets of plus 25¢ for packing & handling. Here’s what you get...

1. 7 Pkts. perennials-1 ea. 7 Pkts. annuals-1 ea.
   1. Marigold, Spun Gold
   2. Hardy Phlox
   3. Carnations
   4. Double English Daisy
   5. Blue Balsam
   6. Baby’s Breath
   7. Viola, The Star

PLUS a 50¢ CALENDAR PLANTING KIT FREE!

FREE! MAMMOTH SEED & NURSERY CATALOG INCLUDED WITH ORDER

SEND ONLY $1 for 15 Pkts. and Catalog PLUS 25¢ for Packing & Handling. All offers sent postpaid, No C.O.D.
E. H. SHUMWAY SEEDS DEP'T. 302 Rockford, Ill. 61101

NEW GROUND COVER

20 CROWNS—covers 100 sq. ft.
30 CROWNS—covers 200 sq. ft.
40 CROWNS—covers 400 sq. ft.
50 CROWNS—covers 500 sq. ft.
100 CROWNS—covers 1000 sq. ft.
CROWNWYCK. Perennial ground cover. Pick from Brilliance, Sunburst, Shadetastic, U.S. No. 2 to 12", 18" any climate, sun or partial shade. Does not need mowing. Makes ground cover in any soil. $2.98.

COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE
Select 3-yr. strong plants, 8-14" tall. Ideal specimen or individual specimens. From Blue-Green to Shining Blue. Prefer Sun. Postpaid—No C.O.D. Write for FREE CATALOG

RUSH REPLY for this spectacular collection from corner of the globe. King Tulip commemorative, Monsieur, other colorful clumps shown plus potted plants, new issues and old—Africa, Asia, Europe, South America, Australia, Argentina. 107 different clumps stamp selections to examine. Buy any one or none. Cancel service anytime. Send 10¢—per valuable collection by return mail.

WILLIAMS STAMP CO. 3158, St. Stephen, N. B., C.

107 GLOBAL STAMPS only

for $0.95

RUSH REPLY for this spectacular collection from corner of the globe. King Tulip commemorative, Monsieur, other colorful clumps shown plus potted plants, new issues and old—Africa, Asia, Europe, South America, Australia, Argentina. 107 different clumps stamp selections to examine. Buy any one or none. Cancel service anytime. Send 10¢—per valuable collection by return mail.

WILLIAMS STAMP CO. 3158, St. Stephen, N. B., C.

107 GLOBAL STAMPS only

for $0.95
Giant Shade Tree Sale!

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR "FAST GROWING" SHADE TREES

Less than $2.00 each
(In lots of 16 or more)

Shipped at
5 to 7 feet
(It's Guaranteed)

All Shipping Costs Paid

Our "Eight" Guarantees
1. All trees regardless of the number ordered will be from 5 to 7 feet.
2. Trees advertised in your area will grow in your area. It's guaranteed.
3. Trees are guaranteed to live and if by mere chance any ever fail to live, they will be replaced free of charge for a period of three years.
4. Trees are guaranteed to turn the colors advertised in the fall and be exactly as advertised.
5. All trees are guaranteed to be considered fast growing trees by horticulture experts.
6. We encourage you to look at these trees up in any book considered an authority on trees, and convince yourself that all trees advertised are first rate shade trees which will make excellent investments to your home or grounds.
7. We guarantee our price to be the best possible, and if you find any of these trees advertised for less (same tree and size — 5 to 7 feet) we will refund the difference of the other price provided it is being made available to the general public.
8. We will acknowledge all orders with the expected time for your order to arrive at the proper planting time in your area.

SUGAR MAPLE
(Acer Saccharum)

This tree is the largest of all the maples, and is known as a hard maple. Its wood is the source of excellent hard lumber. Its outstandingly beautiful array of yellow and orange hues in the fall make it a sight to remember due to the foliage thickness of the tree. Due to the fact it is long-lived and very hardy, it is a welcome addition to any home. Grows to 60 feet (shipped at 5 to 7 feet).

RED MAPLE
(Acer Rubrum)

This is one of the most beautiful of all shade trees. Besides having brilliant scarlet red leaves in the fall of the year, it has another excellent trait — it is an extremely fast grower. It is very easily transplanted and many experts agree it will grow practically anywhere in the U.S.A. Grows to 60 feet (shipped at 5 to 7 feet).

SWEET GUM
(Liquidambar Styraciflua)

The Sweet Gum with its regular pyramid outline and bold, star-shaped foliage is one of the best trees for autumn color, turning rich shades of crimson to purple in the fall. It is native to a wide range of the eastern third of the U.S., from New Jersey and central Illinois, south to Florida and Texas. Its symmetrical beauty is an asset to anybody's home grounds. Reaches 80 feet (shipped at 5 to 7 feet).

GREEN ASH
(Fraxinus pennsylvanica)

The Green Ash has no equal when it comes to its ability to survive cold and hot temperatures. It has thick, glossy foliage, is a rapid grower and matures into a fine oval-headed tree. Its beautiful green leaves are dense and compact. A real buy for people with difficult climates. Grows to 50 feet (shipped at 5 to 7 feet).

TULIP TREE
(Liriodendron tulipifera)

This handsome, highly symmetrical tree is a very large growing tree reaching heights of eighty feet or more. Its yellow-green leaves turn bright yellow in the fall and in the late spring it has vivid orange and yellow tulip shaped flowers. Very fast growing and is related to the magnolia. Its physical appearance is very similar, and like the magnolia, is easily transplanted. It is also a hardy tree. Grows to 80 feet (shipped at 5 to 7 feet).

3 YEAR GUARANTEE

We are so sure that these are the most incredible shade trees you've ever seen, here is our ironclad 3 year guarantee: If by mere chance any of your trees ever fail to survive, all you have to do is return them to us and we will replace them absolutely free of charge for a three-year period.
House plans for our new Virginia colonial

This splendid house (pages 60-61) is the work of J. Everett Forehand, who designed our readers’ favorite Virginia colonial, as seen in June ’74. Our brand-new version is even more lavish in detailing and use of space. Fill out coupon to order house plans. A complete set of drawings plus materials list costs just $20 and is all you need for a builder’s estimate. Three sets ($35) start you on construction. House plan catalog is also available.

Despite its 3,000 square feet, the floor plans show large storage area (with separate stairway) over garage that could convert later to living space.

Order pattern and make our authentic table bench

The early American table bench you see on pages 58-59 is as versatile as it is attractive. You can build it easily, using our pattern and complete instructions—available for $1.50 (New York and Florida residents, please add sales tax). Specify #90013; mail check or money order to:

American Home Dept. 7803
P.O. Box 1086
Opa-locka, Fla. 33054

Kits for storybook needlepoint pillows

To work one or more of the beguiling needlepoint pillows shown on pages 56-57, fill out coupon and enclose check or money order. We are unable to handle Canadian or foreign orders.

“Chick” @ $17.50 ea. .
“Buttercup” @ $17.50 ea.
“Daisy Chain” @ $17.50 ea.
“Sweet Pea” @ $17.50 ea.
Sales tax (N.Y. residents) .

American Home Dept. PBN
641 Lexington Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

Start fresh with Belair. Just the right touch of menthol.

Go a long way with this Coleman nylon Day Pack with webbed nylon straps and waist belt. Yours for free B&W coupons, the valuable extra on every pack of Belair.

To see over 1000 gifts, write for your free Gift Catalog: Box 12, Louisville, Ky. 40201.
“Only a dentist can give her a better fluoride treatment.

Colgate® with MFP® fluoride has been shown to be an effective decay-preventive dentifrice that can be of significant value when used in a conscientiously applied program of oral hygiene and regular professional care.” Council on Dental Therapeutics, American Dental Association.

SEE YOUR DENTIST. LIMIT SNACKS. BRUSH REGULARLY WITH COLGATE.

© 1974, Colgate-Palmolive Company.